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ABSTRACT 
Two models of the seismi c source are reviewed as a prelude to the 
determinati on and interpretati on of s ei smic source parameters from 
far-field shear displacement spectra. Wi thin s everal limitations, the 
far-fiel d shear displacement spectra of Brune (1970) and Haskell (1964) 
are grossly similar although t he results di ffer in detail. These 
simi lariti es imply t hat there i s no gross discrepancy between Brune 
( 1970) ·and Haskell (1964) with respect to the determination of seismi c 
moment and source dimension. 
The source parameters seismic moment (M ), source dimension (r), o . 
shear stress drop (~a) , effective shear stress (a
eff), radiated energy 
(E ), and apparent stress (77(;) can all be expressed in terms of three 
s 
spectral parameters which specify the far-field shear displacement of 
the Bnme (1970) seismic source model l no (the long-peri od spectral 
level), fo (the spectral corner frequency) and E, which controls the 
high frequency (f > fo) decay of spectral amplit udes. All of the above 
source parameters can be easily extracted from a log-log plot of llo 
versus f (f. when < 1 entering as a parameter), but only three of them 
o 
are independent. The apparent stress is proportional to the effective 
shear stress, not the average shear stress . The n -f diagram is 
o 0 
especially convenient for comparisons within a chosen suite of seismic 
and/or explosive sources. The equation on which the Gutenberg-Richter 
energy (Ec;R)-magnitude (1\) relatio!l was ori ginally ' based is cast into 
an approximate spectral form; EGR can then be easily compared with Es 
iv 
on the Q -f diagram for an earthquake of any ~L, Within the 
o 0 L 
f ramework of the ( Q , f , f.) relations, it is a siraple matter to 
o 0 
construct ~1 earthqu~,e magnitude scale directly related to the 
radiated energy (E ), 
s 
The source parameters seismic moment and source dimension are 
estimated with teleseismic body-wave spectra for four intermediate 
magni tude earthquakes for which these source parameters can be obtained 
from field observations, The spectral and field estimates for these 
quantities agree within estimated uncertainties, when the spectral 
observations are scaled with the Brune (1970) model, The seismic 
moment and source dimension may be obtained as reliably with P-wave 
spectra as with S-wave s?ectra for these earthquakes, with the 
assumption that the ?-wave corner frequency should be siiifted from the 
S-wave corner frequency L~ proportion to the ratio of the compressional 
to shear wave velocities, 
Observational and theoretical uncertainties in the determination 
and interpretation of high frequency (f > f ) spectral amplitudes 
o 
constitute a major barrier in the understa~ding of dynamical aspects of 
earthquake occurrence, Two of several problems concerning the 
ga~eration of high frequency spectral amplitudes are discussed from a 
conceptual point of view, The source finiteness or directivity 
function is altered significantly from the result of Ben-Menahem (1961) 
for easily imaginable variations of displacement on the fault surface, 
The far-field shear displac~~ent spectrum of Br~~e (1970) for the case 
of small fractional stress drop is structurally similar to that of 
v 
Haskell (1964) when the rise tL~e of displacement on the fault surface 
is much smaller than the fault length divided by the shear-wave 
velocity, The effective stress of Brune (1970) may be interpreted as 
a stress difference associated with the emplacement of rupture, 
The idea of a stress difference associated with the emplacement of 
rupture is investigated observationally for the case of the San 
Fernando, California, earthquake (February 9, 1971), Compressional and 
shear radiation emanating from the emplacement of rupture at depth 
beneath the San Gabriel Hountains is identified on the Pacoima Dam 
, 
accelerograms, The S-P time obtained from this identification suggests 
a hypo central depth of 12-15 km , somewhat greater than that of the 
local hypocentral location of the main shock, but consi,;tent with that 
indicated by teleseismic observations of the reflected phases pP and 
s P , With less certainty, the radiation emanating from the rupture of 
the Earth's surface is identified on the Pacoima Dam a~celerograms and 
WWSSN stations at teleseismic distances. Within several assumptions, 
the initial rupture event is separated from the subsequent motion on 
the Pacoima Dam accelerograms, and the source parameters are estimated 
for it from the associated shear wave. The stress drop accompanying 
the initial rupture is estimated to be 430 bars, approximately an order 
of magnitude greater than the average stress drop obtained from 
teleseismic spectral estimates and static dislocation models. 
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INTRODUCTIOl'i 
In th1s thes1s, the term se1smic source refers to an eartbj.uake 
which results in a measurable displacement discont inuity on a 
measurable planar surface as a result of shear faulting. Such an event 
occurs as a result of the rap1d failure of a r egion caused by naturally 
occurring tectonic forces distr1buted through a presumably l1uch larger 
volwae. The appellation "source" denotes the customary identification 
of th1s rapid tectonic failure as a source of elastic radiation. 
It se8llls reasonable that the elastic radiation ariSing as an 
effect of the ~uake occurrence should carry with it SOllIe 
information concerning the p&r8lleters of faulting, the seiBllic source 
parameters. If the looa.l tectonic failure of a region does not proceed 
suffic1ently rspi<Uy, however, the absence of elastic radiation in 
standard seiSlllologloa.l bandwidths precludes its 1dentification as an 
~uake. Such an occurrence, COllUllOnly bown as a creep event, need 
be nonetheless effective as a mechanism for relieving tectonic stresses. 
The occurrence of creep events points, in extrSllle form, to a difficulty 
that remains =esolved throughout the course of th1s thesis. to what 
extent does the velOCity of the propagating displacement discontinuity 
affect the tlme/frequeDcy behavior of the seismic source and therefore 
the determination and interpretation of the other seism1c source 
parameters • 
An obvious example of the use of elastic rsd1a.tion to infer 
seismic souroe paraIIIeters is the method of fault plane 6olutions to 
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define the orientation of two possible fault planes and the orientation 
of the slip vectors lying in these planes. Either direct field 
observations or geological ilrl'erence noma" y suffice to resovethe 
8IIIbigu1ty as to which of the two possible fault planes is the actual 
fault plane. The next problem in seismic source para.iIIeter 
determination 18 indi cated a to infer the amount of slip and the areal 
extent of fauJ.ting. The determination of these quantities from the 
elastic radiation generated by the earthquake and their relationship to 
other sel sl'lic source paraIIIet ers 18 the basic concern of this thesis. 
In th1a thesis the term selallic source pa.rameters means, in 
general, the se1am1c moment (M
o
)' the characteristic source dimension 
(r), the stress drop (t.a), the radiated energy (Es),the effective shear 
stress (aeff) (Brune, 1970), and the apparent stress (1)0') (llyss, 1970). 
From the outset, however, it 18 to be emJ:he,sized that these parameters 
are not determined to the same degree of accuracy nor are they all 
indepeudent, For example, the quantity seismic moment, which contains 
the product of the average displacement and the fault ares, 18 the lIore 
fundaaental quantity in the analysis of far-f1eld elastic radiation. 
Likewise, the stress drop is defined in texms of the average 
displac8lllent divided by the charactar1stic source dimension, The 
relationshipe of these se1sD1c source parameters to esch other and to 
the spectral parameters of the Brune (1970) se1811ic source lIIodel will 
be discussed in Chapter II, 
The obsenatioaal resuJ.ts of this thesia are primarily obtained 
from body-waye spectra as interpreted with the Brune (1970) selamic 
source Ilodal. Two basic questions arisel (1) under what circumstances 
are body waves preferable for source parameter determmat10n and (2) 
under what c1rcumstances 16 the Brune (1970) seismic source model a 
desirable representation. 
In the first place, the determmation of dis placement spectra 1R 
the far-field is merely a Ileans to the and of determining spectral 
parameters that are representative of source properties. Whether body 
waYes or surface waves are used to determine these spsctral parameters 
depends on the frequency band of information necessary to define them, 
nus in turn depends on the strength and dimens10n of the source, the 
hypocentral distance and the recording instrumentation, the accuracy 
wi th wb1ch the transm16sion properties of the source-station path can 
be est1Jaated, and the relative strength of surface wave excitation 
relative to body-wave excitation. In the second place, the Brune Ilodel 
appears to be well-callbrated with respect to the deterllmation of 
seiuic Iloment (/110) and characteristic source d1a8ll8iCIII (r) for four 
moderate earthquakes for wb1ch the same quantities can be est1.ma.ted 
fi'om field data (Hanks and Wyss, 1972, W;yss and Hanks, 1972). These 
results are also presented as Chapter III of th1s thesis and are the 
basic justification for the adoptiOll. of the Brune model in this thesis, 
These results suggest that the "next problem," the determination 
of the ayerage amount of sllp and the areal extent of faulting, 18 a 
tractable ane, at least in an approx1mate sense. On the other hand, 
these quantit1es, together with the geometry of faulting obtained from 
fault plane solutions, represent only a first order description of the 
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se1sJD.1c source, They are in principle and occasionally in fact 
measurable ill the absence of elastic radiation. At this stage, the 
problem becomes that of understanding the details of the faulting 
motlon 8Ild their relationship to the B1echRll1sm of faulting 8Ild to 
conditions on the fault surfa.ce. 
This problem is also that of understand1ag the mechanism by whlch 
the hlgh frequency elastic radiation is generated, where whigh" is 
defined relatlve to a spectral "corner frequency" which ls determined 
by the characteristic source d1menslon, The resolution of th1.s problem 
is lBIpeded by both theoretical 8Ild observational uncertainties, In the 
first pla.ce, it is not clear how such fa.ctors as the propagating 
dlspla.cement discontinuity (with, in general, variable amplitude and 
veloci ty), iIlcollplete stress drop, the frlctional stress opposing 
DlOtion on the fault surface, the tectonic stress operative to cause the 
event, and the inltial failure lIIechall1811 affect the high frequency 
radiation and with what order of lIlportance they do so, In the second 
place, reliable detera1natlons of spectra.l amplitudes at iIlcreasillgly 
higher frequencles beCOlle a.n increasingly difflcult task, SOlle 
dlscussion of these problems ls presented in the latter half of 
Chapter IV, and details of the faulting mechanilllll for the Sa.n Fernando, 
Califomia, earthquake are examined ill Chapter V, Even so, present 
understanding of the dynamical aspects of earthquake occurrence is 
q u1 te 11Bli ted, 
In summary form, th1.s thesis develops along the following linea, 
In the first chapter, aspects of the conventional dls1ocation 
5 
(MaruylUla, 1963; Haskell, 1964), stress rela.xatiOl1 (Archambeau, 1964, 
1968) and Brtme (1970) models of the seismic source are briefly 
sUlllJlarized. The Brune (1970) model may be viewed as an approximate 
streas relaxatiOl1 model developed within the I118.thematical fraaework of 
the conventional dislocation models . lie recapitulate the details of 
Haskell (1964) for a longitud1llal shear fault to OOIIpare the results to 
Brune (1970). lihile both models have the same asymptotic spectral 
behavior at the high and lOll frequency l1111it, there is sOlIe ambiguity 
to the "corner frequency" determinations. The specific difficulty 
concerns the predicted effect of the source finiteness or directivity 
function on the far-field radiation. The COIIparisOll of the Brune 
(1970) model and the Haskell (1964) model is, hOllever, approximate, and 
within sevsral llIIIitatiOJls there is no reason to suspect that these 
models are grossly inconsistent with respect to the detarminatiOll of 
se1slllic 1I000en t and characteristic source diJIlension. 
In the second chapter, lie describe a representation of seiSlllic 
source parameters in tams of the three spectral parameters that 
specify the far-fieJ.d shear displacellent spectra given by Brune (1970) I 
n , the long-period spectral level; f , the spectral comer frequency; 
o 0 
-1 
and £, which measures the extent of f spectral amplitude decay for 
f ~ f. Here it is assumed that the Brune spectra are correct in 
o 
detail. This chapter serves to illustrate hOIl uncertainties in source 
parameter detaminations are directly related to theoretical and 
observational uncertainties in the specification and determination of 
far-field displacement spectra. The seismic moment (Mo)' the source 
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dimension (r), the stress drop (Aa), the effective stress (O'eff)' ths 
radiated. energy (E
s
)' and the apparent stress (710-) can all be expressed. 
in terms of these three spectral parameters, and all l18y be eas1l;r 
extracted. !rOIl a log-log plot of no~' f 0 (E, when less than 1, 
en termg as a parameter), Only three of these source parameters are 
independent. The no -f
o 
diagram is espec1all;y convenient for 
comparative purposes within a chosen suite of seismic and/or explosive 
sources. Using the (0 , f , E) relatians, it is a eimple matter to 
o 0 
construct a JIl88llitude scale directly related. to the radiated. energy 
In the third chapter, we will use spectra obtained. from 
teleseismic recorcilngs of body :phases to est1:ma.te the seismic moment 
(1'1 ) and characteristic source dimension (r) for four moderate 
o 
earthquakes for wh1ch these quantities can be est1:ma.ted. from field 
evidence, The observations suggest that the Brune (1970) spectra are 
vell-ea.l1brated. with respect to the determinatlan of 1'10 and r, At the 
same time, ve will show that the SMe parameters can be obtained. 
equall;r reliably from P-wave spectra, A large part of this chapter 
vill be devoted to uncertainties in the observational analysis, the 
sign1f1cance of the agreement between the several est1m.a.tes for 1'10 and 
r, and the suitab1l1ty of liVSSN data for future analyses. 
In the fourth chapter, stress drop (Aa) and radiated energy (Es) 
estimates are given for the four earthquakes cons1dered in the third 
chapter, The dlff1cul ties in determining reliable high frequency 
spectral ampl1tudes at teleseism1c distances are discussed and 
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sUllllMrized, Two problems conCerDing the generation of high frequency 
radiation are then discussed from a conceptual point of view, The 
first of these involves It numerical evaluation of the source finiteness 
function for the case of It variable ampl1 tude displacement 
discontinuity traveling at a constant velocity, The second of these 
involves an alternate view of Brune's (1970) concept of the effective 
shear stress; the effective shear stress is identified here as the 
stress difference associated with the emplacement of rupture, 
In the fifth chapter, the idea of a stress drop associated with 
the eDlplacement of rupture is investipted observati()llsll y for the 
case of the San Femando, California, earthquake (February 9, 1971), 
The radiation emanating from the initial rupture at depth beneath the 
San Gabriel Mountains is tentatively identified on the Pacoima Dam 
accelerogrsms, Iii th the use of several approxilllations, the initial 
rupture event is separated from the subsequent radiation, and the 
source parameters for it are inferred :from the associated shear 'lave, 
The stress drop accompanying the emplacement of the initial rupture 1s 
estimated to be several hundred bars or greater, a factor of 10 or 
greater than the average stress drop obtained from teleseismic data 
and static dislocation models, 
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Chapter I 
A REVIEW OF SEISMIC SOURCE MODELS 
INTRODUCTION 
Efforts to describe the seismic source theoretically have resulted 
in two basic models. The first of these is gener&lly referred to as 
the dislocation model. These models, in their dynamic form (Maruy&l18., 
196). Haskell, 1964), draw from previous solutions to static 
dislocations, The essence of these models is that the space-time 
behavior of the displacement on the fault surface is to be specified. 
The displacement history of any point awsy from the fault surface is 
then determined. An a.lternative formulation is the stress relaxation 
model of Archambeau (1964,1968), Under the influence of a pre-stress 
system, failure proceeds within a prescribed region, according to how 
the materia.l properties of this region have been modeled. As a result 
of the change of materia.l properties within this failure zone, stress 
relaxation occurs throughout the entire volume, a.lthough the major 
changes in elastic strain energy dene1ty are confined to a region 
having a dilaensiol1 of the order of the characteristic dimension of the 
failure zone, It is this release of elastic strain energy which drives 
displacSlllent on the fault surface and which is the source of the 
radiated field, The difficulty in either formulation is the 
specification of the relevant conditions on the fault surface or in 
the failure zone, 
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Brune (1970) lIIodels the seismic source in tems of an 
instantaneous application of a shear stress step on a circular fault 
surface. A particle on the fault surface is accelerated by the 
difference of a pre-stress 0"1 and a "f'rictional" stress af which 
always acts to 1IIIpede motion on the fault surface. Thus particles all 
the fault surface and in the near-field experience delta-function 
accelerations, but particle velocities and the radiated enargy are 
al_ys finite. Brune (1970) took advantage of the zerof'requency l1ait 
of the dislocation .. odel to scale the resulting far-field shear 
displacemeat spec:truJa. On the other hand. this model 1s a first order 
approximation to a stress relaxation model since a stress difference 1s 
the mechen1sm to dr1ve displacement on the fault surface. An 1IIIportant 
assumption in this formulation 1s that the dyIIuic and static results 
of stressing an unstressed med.1um are the equivalent (except for the 
siga) to the results of "unstressing" a stressed medium. if the latter 
situation is tak8l1 to be the physical interpretation of earthquake 
If the final shear stress a2 following the earthquake occurrence 
is equal to aft we say that the stress drop is complete. The quantity 
a l -o'2 is defined as the strsss drop t:. a 
(1) 
Equation (1) includes the well-mow proportionality between Aa ud the 
quotient of aa average d1splacement U on the fault surface d1v1ded by 
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a characteristic d1IIension (r) of the fault surface (for example, 
Brune aAd Allen, 1967). 
If, for some re8SOI1, displacement is arrested "prematurely" on the 
fault surface, one will find that al - a2 <. a l - af • Brune (1970) 
modeled such a sltuation by supposing the existence of a reverse shear 
stress of a2 - af whlch, when added to af , provided a larger stress 
opposing motion on the fault surface. The paraaeter E ls defined. as 
E = d, - (S'L" t:. rr 
tS, - G"4 6.H 
(2) 
where the effective shear stress aeff 115 defined as a l - af • The 
pa.raIIIeter E ls thu!! a measure of the fractlonal stress drop, again 
t1Aphaslzlllg that complete stress drop is al - af • The Brune (1970) 
!lOdel, then, expllc1 tly allows for nonzero final stress levels and in 
partlcular allows for final stress levels greater th8II the frictional 
strsse level. 
This thesis is lIAiJ1ly col1cerned with the spectral propertles of 
the far-field shear d1spl.acellflllt ganerated. by se1sa1c sources. The 
observational results of Chapter III suggest that Brune's (1970) aodel 
is adequate to describe the gross spectral propertles of the far-field 
shear d1splacElllent. There is Ilevertheless sOlIe justif1cat1on in 
attellpting to understand theoretlcally the If&yS in lIh1ch Brune's (1970) 
model agrees &lid disagrees with other fault lIodels. Below, we 14'111 
follow Haskell's (1964) developaeAt of the far-fleld shear displacement 
II 
generated by a propagating, longitudinal shear fault with the idea of 
comparing the results (and approximations) to those of Brune (1970). 
THE HASKELL (1964) FORMULATION 
For a rectangular (length 1, width W) longitudinal shear fault 
(displacement in the fault plane and parallel to L) embedded in an 
infinite homogeneous, isotropic, elastic medium, the far-field 
displacement field u,t~.t) is (Haskell, 1964) 
() 
(- 2. 't, ~\ '(~ + 't1 b'i '" ~i ~,.)V I~ . 
Here )/.1' Xl' X, - Cartesian coordinates at which point u, is to be 
and 
calculated. 
~1' ~ •• '33 - Cartesian coordinates of the point of integration 
over the fault plane surface S (reducing, for the 
ca.se described below, to ~ • 11 ,~ ) 
a - compressional wave velocity 
~ 3 shear wave velocity 
R = distance from ~ to ~ 
t, = (x, - ~,)/R ,direction cosines 
t - time 
t..:.. R I",,~ = 1 D (!,. t - o/,~) d ~ . 
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-D is the displacement discontinuity averaged over the fault width. A 
superscript dot indicates differentiation with respect to time. The 
notation (0:.11) implies that the appropriate quantity will be evaluated 
for compress1onal radiation (p waves) with 0: and for shear radiat10n 
(S waves) with II. The first term of the right hand side (RHS) of (3) 
is the P wave and the second term of the RHS of (3) is the S wave. The 
far-field approximat1on has allowed the neglect of the terms of order 
r -4 and r -2 aDd the direct10n cos1nes to be constant over the surface 
of integrat1on. 
It 18 aBSlllled that the displacement discont1nuity propagates along 
the fault (ill the direction of L) with uniform veloc1 ty '\1" (the rupture 
r 
veloc1 ty). and that d1splacement occurs instantaneously over the fault 
width 1/. Than 
Here Do is the displacement D averaged over L. f(~) represents 1ts 
Jlo:t1lal1zed variation over L such that r('3) - 1 aAd 
G t t)· 0, t <. 0 
Gtt)-+i, t-+oo 
Then. follow1ng Haskell (1964). the I ,,1ntegrals become 0: ... 
(4) 
(5) 
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(6) 
where 
80 - source-stat1on aziButh 
and t ' t R • retarded (&rr1val) t1llle· - ;;c-~ 
The quantities '2.1. 't1 t1 and (-2.tt'~l +tl~'l + ~\&'l) in (3) 
are the rad1at1on patterns of the P and S waves, denoted henceforth as 
f2.'I'(p) and Re~(s) respect1vely, Subst1tuting these quantities 1nto 
(J). rearranging 1 ts algebraic constants. and mul t1plying the RHS by 
LIL. one obta1ns 
Here)J. 1s the shear modulus, 
The numerator of the leading COftstaats on the RHS of (7) 1s the 
seismic moment Mo (Akl. 1966) 
'ie denote these leading constants as 
(7) 
(8) 
14 
Do (P)-: 
and 
Usillg 0o(p) and noeS) in (7) and taking the rourier transform of it 
wi th respect to time, we obtain 
(9a) 
(10) 
(tt1,) e' i"'~~~ cI. 'i . 
o 
Here G(t.) is the Fourier trallsfoDII of the fuDCti01l G(t)! the Fourier 
transform operation is 
f(w) = ~. Ht) e- (Colt dt (11) 
-00 
where W is circular frequency. 
Here we take f(C;): 1; that is, constant displacement on the fault 
surface. In Chapter IV, the effect of variable f( ~) (variable 
amplitude displacement discontinuity propaeating with uniform velocity) 
is investigated. For f( s,) '" 1, the integrals in (10) become 
15 
L ;c.)~ ~ ... e ~l1\ Ad..(' ~ ~ e IT, d.1 " (12) 7< ... ~ 0 
where 
(\"'(1 " c.l L [ ~ - cos e. ] (13) lto(.~) IT~ 
and (10) becomes, 
(14) 
neglecting the phase factors. 
!!!X The quantity /. is COlIIIOnly known as the finiteness function 
or directivity function, its effect on the predicted rad1atiOA 
geD.erated by earthquakes was first noted by Ben-MlIIlahem (1961). lA 
fact, it is a special case of the general effect of source finiteness. 
The sX)( result is only obtained when a constant amplitude 
displacement discontinuity travels at uniform velocity in one 
direction. This embodies an 1IIIport..ant restriction on the lIIotion of the 
fault surface. the displacement discontinuity propagates coapletely 
.. coherently," a restriction that is unlikely to be :fulfilled under 
natural conditions. Briefly, COIIplete cohereace lIlin1lll1zes the aaoUll t 
of energy radiated to the far- field since it allows for the lIIa.xiJ1um 
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amount of destructive interference at frequencies in the vicinity of 
the peak of the energy spectral density. 
COMPARISOI! OF '!HE BRUNE (1970) AND HASKELL (1964) MOD~ 
For the case of complete stress drop (€ • 1), Brune (1970) gives 
the far-field shear displacement as 
U, tR,t) 
The resulting spectrum is 
Here 
{l.(s) = Mo ~ 9~ (5) = 
411~ R ~1 
(15) 
(16) 
the RHS of this relation being the scaling that Brune (1970) applied to 
his model. Here 0. = 2.~ • where r is the radius of a circular fault 
area, t' is the retarded time t - ~ • and Aa is the stress drop. 
The analogous result for the far-field shear displacement 
17 
generated by the longitudinal shear fault far which a constant 
amplitude displacement discontinuity propagates at a OCQstant velocity 
on a rectangular fault surface is 
nots) 
L 
L 
~ H~)G(t'-~)d~. 
This resul. t is obtained with (6), (7), and (9b). The resulting 
spectrum is 
~ 
Ul(~'W) = .Qo(S) G(t..)) 
which is obtained from (14). 
(18) 
'l-
To compare these results further, it 1s necessary to define G(w) 
for the Brwle (1970) model. There is no precise way to do this. 
First, Brwle (1970) ne'l'er determ1aed the source displacellent time 
function (G(t» for his fault model. The small tae behavior of fault 
Dlotion was specified, as well as the very long time behavior. For 
intermediate tillles, Brwle (1970) suggested that the source displacement 
-"t/T 
should be of the form ~G' ~'2" t1.- e ) ,but the qWll1tity t 1I8S not 
spec1fied, other than its being of the order of r/~. 
Secondly, Brwle (1970) never accounted explicitly for source 
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finiteness. He assumed that the far-field shear displacement was given 
by (15) and in doing 50, approxi.llated the convolution integral in (17) 
that arises in the dislocation model. It is, of course, true that 
lil11iting approximations of the faulting mechanism are iIlpl1ed in (17). 
With (15), there is no unique WB;f to separate the source displacelllent 
t1llle fUnction from the effects of source finiteness. 
It is nevertheless of interest to estilllate what the source 
displacement t1llle fUnction might be for Brune's (1970) model. This may 
be used, together with other appropr1a.te 8SSUliptions, in (18) to 
provide a f1rst order assesBl!lent of the similarities between the 
Brune (1970) and the Haskell (1964) models. 
In Brune's (1970) model, source displacetllent increases linearly 
with t1llle for small times and assumes a COI16tant value for long times. 
This asymptotic behavior is approximated with a raap displaCt!lllU!lRt 
fuRction with rise tae T. This source displacement tae fuRction 
(G(t)) and its tille derivative are sketched in Figure 1. T is 
estimated to be the time to attain the maxiJlum in (15). Then 
"Go (c.J) _ sin 1jJ ?.. 1 c.J T and T 1 r ~ • ~ - 2' - Q - 2.~· ThSl. (18) becollles 
(19) 
With this approximation for G(t), it only remains to supply the 
directivity fuRction with the parameters appropr1a.te to Brune's (1970) 
lIIodel. Since all pa.rticlee on the fault surface are affected at the 
1 
G(t) 
o 
I 
T 
G(t) 
o 
I 
I 
I 
T 
T 
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t 
t 
Figure 1. Source displacement t1JUe function est1ma.ted for the Brune 
(1970) model and used in the evaluation of (18). 
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same t ime in thl.s model , the rupture velocity is taken to be 1nf1n1 te. 
The length L of the circUlar fault surface used by Brune (1970) 1s 
assumed to be 2r. 1m a.verage azimuth, 90 '" 45
0
, i s used to evaluate 
~~, but 1t should be remembered that for any vr ~ ~ , 'X~ equals zero at 
two azimuths . Using these parameters , equation (13) and the value of 
T given a.bove 
(zo) 
The &S;yIllptotic featares of (19), using (ZO), are plotted in Figure 2a, 
and the axymptotic features of (16) are plotted in Figure Zb. 
In gross fo:m, both far-field. shear displacement spectra behave 
s1mila.rly. Both exhibit a lon~per1od. spectra.l l evel no(s ) that is 
related in tne same way to the seismic moment M. Both have a high 
o . 
frequency &S;yIllptote proportionaJ. to w-Z• · Th1s hi gh frequency behavior 
is a :fUnction of the discontinuous vel ocity at t m 0 and wouJ.d have 
arisen if the source displacement time :fUnction had been chosen, for 
I -tf"t) 
example, to be of tne fo:m ~f1 ~ 't \ 1- e . 
In detail; however , the displacement spectra. are not the same. 
In the dislocation fOI.'lllulation, the displacement spectrum has two 
spectral oorner frequencies that are in general not the same, the 
"finiteness" comer frequency detamined by «~ and the "rise time" 
COIner frequency detamined by 1f. At inteI.'llled1ste :frequenCies, 
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Figure 2. Asymptotic sketches of far-field shear displacement spectra. 
(a) The Haskell (1964) fomulation with the approximations 
presumed appropriate for the Brune (1970) model as described in 
the te.xt , (b) The Brune (1970) model [or E m 1. 
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2./213 <.w <. 
L - -
~ -1 L ' spectral amplitudes decay as W , The effect 
of fini tllllesS, even with 1af1n1 te rupture velocity, is such to 
introduce & second comer frequency that is 1J1 gell.eral not the same as 
the comer frequency detem1ned by the source displ&ceatell.t the 
history, For the appro:xiJD&t1ons described above, 7<~ is a. factor of 
3,4 greater than 11', the difference increasing with decreasing rupture 
velocIty, Furthermore, the single earner frequency of Figure 2b, 
dete:crlned by a., is equal to neIther ot the two comer frequencies of 
Figure 2&, 
On the other hand, this oomparison is only approx1mate, The 
comer frequencies detarm1Ded by (20) are reasonably close together, 
and the single comer frequency of Figure 2b is intermediate with 
respect to these two, Given the uncerta.1nties in specifying the source 
displacement time functIon for the Brune (1970) model, there need not 
be a. material. difference in the comer frequencies in the two models, 
provided that 'V"r t jj and that 811. RMS Yalue of ~ may be used to 
estimate the finIteness comer frequency, In addition, the difference 
between two comer frequencIes separated by only a. narrow frequency 
range could be blurred in observatjona11y determined spectra, resulting 
in & single comer frequency intermed1a.te between those deteJ:m1ned by 
"xp and '0/, 
The point of this discussion is that, with respect to the 
determinatIon of se1sm1c 1ll000ent and source d1IiIeII1Sion, there is no gross 
inconsIstency between the Haskell (1964) lIIodel and the Brune (1970) 
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model for complete stress drop, provided that the fault surface is 
approx:1lllately equi-d1mensicmal, that the fault develope sufficiently 
rapidly, i, e, , V r ~ ~, and that an RMS value of "p is representative 
of source filliteness, The agreement between the predicted far-field 
shear displacement spectra could be better or worse, depending on how 
well the source d.isplaeement time history has been estillated. for the 
Brune (1970) model, An observat1onal illvestigation of thescalillg of 
the comer frequency to source dimens10n for Brune's (1970) model is 
the subject of Chapter III, It is these observational results that 
are the bas1c just1f1cat1on for the adopt1on of the Brune (1970) lIodel 
ill this thesis, 
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Chapter II 
A GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF SEISMIC SOURCE PARAMETERS 
REPRESENTATION OF SEISMIC SOURCE PARAMETERS 
The far-field shear displacement spectra of the Brune (1970) model 
of the seismic source are specified by three independent parameters. a 
long-period spectral level (00) proportional to the seiemic moment, a 
spectral COrDer frequency (f 0) proportional to the reciprocal of the 
source dimension, and a parMeter £ that specifies rl decay of 
spectral amplitudes 1A the frequeacy range fo ~ f ~ foiE. Here f - 1AJ/2TT, 
where Ii) - circular frequency and f is frequency in Hr;. For frequencies 
higher than l' If. , spectral amplitudes decay an r2. Physically the 
o 
parameter £ measures the fractional stress drop. 
£ = (2) 
Here <11 is the average shear stress in the plane of the fault surface 
prior to the occurrence of the earthquake, <12 is the average shear 
stress in the plalle of the fault surface after the earthquake, sad <1f 
is the average frictional (shear) stress opposing lIlotion on the fault 
surface. The shear stress drop is 
(1) 
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and the effective shear stress (Brune, 1970) is 
(21) 
In subsequent discussion, reference to t:.a as the "stress drop" and to 
0eff as the "effective stress" shall imply their shear behavior. The 
stress drop is said to be complete when O
2 
• Of' i.e., E • 1. Although 
01 Uld Of are both in general independent, only the difference 01 - Of 
eJlters Brune's (1970) model, and. it is only this difference which cam 
be determined seismically. 
Figure :3 approximates the far-field shear displacement spectra 
given by Brune (19'70). Heren(f) is the modulus of the Fourier 
transform of the far-field shear diapl&cemeat pulse COBBtructed by 
Brune (1970), co=ected to a reference h;ypocstral dista.nce R and 
plotted as a function of frequency 1a Hz(f). The terms "spectral 
amplitude" or simply "spectruaM are used in this sense. Figure Ja is 
for the spec1&l but important case when the stress drop is complete, 
i. e., E - 1, Figure :3b is for any value of E. less than 1. lihUe it is 
only necessary to derive the relationships between source and spectral 
parameters for the general case (setting £ - 1 to obtain them for the 
particular case), a simultaneous comparison of the E - 1 and E <. 1 
cases is instructive. Moreover, the observational deteJ:lllination of E 
is preSeBtly a difficult task, and lIany of the observational data are 
collveniently considered in the case of E - 1, for lack of /a1owledge to 
the COlltrar;y. 
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Figure 3. The far-field shear displacement spectra of Brune (1970) for 
two seismic sources having the same effective stress and source 
dimension. Vertical and horizontal scales are arbitrary 
logarithmic units. (a) £ - 1, (b) E < 1. 
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For comparative purposes, Figure 3a and Flgure )b have been 
arranged so that the two hypothetlcal earthquakes which they represent 
have the salle effectlve stress and source diJaenll1C11l. It will be shown 
below that they also have very nearly the same apparent stress, as 
defined by Wyss (1970). 
The seiSllic lBoment Mo 15 related to the long-period shear 
dlsplacement spectral level through the result of KeHis-Borok (1960) 
(22) 
where "'0 ls the 1I0000ent of ODe couple of the equivalent dOUble couple 
source. Here E> - denslty, Ii - shear-wave veloclty and R is the 
reference hypocentral dlstaAce. 'Ibe use of R in (22) iaplies that the 
far-field displacement spectra have belli!. cozrected to a refersace 
hypocelltral dlstance at which the effects of geometrlcal spreading are 
that for an infinlte, elastic, homogeneous space. A similar result 
* * relates "'0 to no • where starred notation refers to the source and 
spectral parameters obtained from Figure Jb. With respect to Figure ), 
* 1'10 • £''''0· 
The source diJaenslon r (the radius of a ciroular fault area) is 
related to the shear displacement spectral comer frequency fo by 
(corrected from Br\II!.e 
(1970) by Brune (1971» 
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* * and f is in Hz. f :; f since r a r. 
o 0 0 
'!be stress dropAa is given by 
(corrected from B=e 
(24) 
(1970) by Brun~ (1971» 
Using (22) and (23), the stresa drop is 
* * and similarly for to 0 and no . 
Using (25) in (2), the effective stress 0eff is 
E • i (26&) 
and for Figure 3b 
€ <. i . (26b) 
* S111ce n - f. 0 by virtue of the situation described in Figure J, the 
o 0 
two hypothetical. earthquakes whose spectra are given by Figure J have 
the saJlle effective stress. Note that when f. - 1, 0erf -flo. 
The energy radiated, Es' in the form of the S wave can be 
expressed 111 terms of its spectral amplitudes O(f) 
E : ~ 
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where Ii! is circular frequency and I is a term resultillg from the 
s 
(27) 
integration of the S-wave radiation pattern about the source. (27) 
follows from an application of Parseval's theorem to a volume 
integration of the kinetic eaergy density (WIl, 1966). Nomally, the 
integral iii (27) is evaluated numerically, but a convenient analytic 
expression for Es can be obtained by approximating the Brune spectra by 
the intersecting asymptotes indicated in Figure 3. In the case of 
Figure Ja, taking Is - ;~ (Wu, 1966), 
.. 
For Figure 3b, E is 
s 
.. E .,. 
s 
E = i l • 
£ < 1 . 
Only a small error is made in neglecting the second tern in the 
parentheses. Then 
f < 1 . 
(28a) 
(2&) 
(2&) 
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The integral in (27) may be performed analytically with the USe of 
the functional form of the Bruae (1970) spectrum for the case ~ a 1. 
The result is approximately a factor of 2 less than the result obtained 
with the asymptotic approximations to the spectra (Peter Molnar and 
N. D. TrifuDac. personal communication). To compensate for this. (28) 
haa been obtained by using the asymptotic a.pproximations in (27) and 
dividing the result by a factor of 2. This approach is sufficie!lt 
because observationally detennined :spectra are as easily fitted with 
SSYlllptotes, and the error associated with this approximation is small 
compared to errors introduced by uncertainties in determining n . f , 
o 0 
and particularly f. • 
The apparent stress1)C1 ha.s been defined by \lyss (1970) as 
(29) 
Here f- is the shear modulus. 'Y) is the seismic efficiency factor and 
_ 01 + 02 
o - 2 • the average stress operative during the occurrence of the 
earthquake. In the case of E. - 1 (Figure Ja,). the use of (22) and 
(2&) in (29) gives 
) £. • i (JOa) 
For E. arbitrary (Figure 3b), the use of (22) and (28c) in (29) gives 
Jl 
~ < i . (JOb) 
* Again reca.lling that!lo • tilo' (JOa) and (30b) demonstrate that'l)C1 is 
nearly the same, within the approximation leading to (200), for the two 
evente haviAg the spectra of F1gure 3a and F1gure Jb. 
RE:LATIONSHIPS BETWEDI SEISMIC SOURCE PARAMETERS 
III terms of Brune's (1970) model, the ee1B11l1c 1I0meat, source 
ci1mens10n, stress drop, effective stress, radiated energy and apparent 
stress can all be represented in tems of no' f 0 and £. • A plot of 
flo-fa values (with E., when less than 1, entering as 8. parameter) for a 
8u1te of earthquakes then prov1des a COllven1ent summary of the above 
source parameters, wh1ch is part1cularly useful for comparat1ve 
purposes. The util1ty of such!? -f diagrams shall be 1llustrated in 
o 0 
the next sect1on, but several pointe 1lIIpl1c1t in the relations (22)-
(30) are first worth commenting on. 
It 1s 1lIIportant to emphas1ze that althoue;h relat10ns for six 
"source parameters" have been der1ved, only three of the are 
independent. For example, baviAg spec1f1edil
o
' fo' and £. (or havillg 
determiaed then from observed body-wave spectra), the r&d1ated energy 
18 not an independent quantity. Using (2:3) and (2.5) 1n (28a.), Es can 
be expressed. 1A ter!ls of the stress drop and source dlJlension 
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E ~ s (3la) 
that 1s, E is proport1onal to the stress drop squared times a source 
s 
volume of radius "'r w1th1n which the greatest strain changes occur. 
The case E a 1 occurs when (1Z • Of" For th1s case the rad1ated 
energy 1s proport1onal to the square of the stress drop mult1pl1ed by 
the source volume whUe the strain energy released, E, 1s proport1onal 
to the average stress times the stress drop mult1pl1ed by the source 
volume. Th1s observat1on was first made by Orowan (1960) and most 
recently by Randall (1972). The result presented here 1s obtained from 
a direct evaluat101:l of the energy radiated from the Brune (1970) source 
model, rather than f'rom the difference between E and the fr1ct1onal 
work done on the fault surface. When f. 1s arb1trary, the use of (Z3), 
(Z5) and (26b) m (Z8c) reveal.s that 
(3lb) 
The se1smic eff1c1ency ?'J is defmed as 
As an est1llate for the strain energy released by the Brune (1970) model 
of the seism1c source, we adapt Frank's (1967) result for the stram 
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energy released by a shear stress change af'K1z occu=ing on a plane 
elliptical fault: 
E = 
where the sem1-ma.jor end sem1-minor axes lutve been set equal. to r. 
K is a constant factor approximately equal to z. 
and (33) for E gives 
Using (3la) for E 
s 
(34a) 
since aZ • af when t = 1. l{hen f is less than I, the use of (JIb) for 
E gives 
s 
.. 7J IX. f. (.1.. (34b) 
Thus, with respect to the Brune (1970) model, the apparent stress 
tal ~ az) 
",a ;:?] \ z is proportional to the effective stress (Wi thin the 
approx1ma.tions contained in (Z8c) and (31b», not the av~ stress, 
as might be suspected from a casual. considera t10n of (29). The 
difficulty 1s that~ itself is a function of the elastic and frictional 
stresses. That?)a and adf are the same with1n a constant can also be 
seen by comparing equations (26) to equations (JO). The mismatch of 
constants between (26) and ()o) 1nvolves the choice of geometrie&l 
factors and the approximate evaluation of the energy 1ntegrals. 
For convenience, we may consider the seismic moment (H
o
)' the 
source dimension (r) and the effective stress (a
eff) a.s the three 
1ndependent source parameters of the Brune (1970) model. The 
parameters stress drop (A a) , radiated energy (E
s
)' and apparent stress 
(1)0) are then determined. In addition, the average slip on the fault 
surface is also def1ned, be1ng proportional to the seismic moment 
divided by the fault erea. The seismic efficiency 7J Call1lOt be 
determined unless one of the stresses 0'1' 0'2' or O'f can be spec1fied 
on the basis of other 1nformation. 
-% -fo DIAGIWIS 
For the case ~ • 1, the following se1smic source rarameters can 
all be expressed 1n terms of no and fOI seismic moment (No)' source 
d1mension (r), stress drop (60'), effective stress (O'df) and radiated 
* * energy (Es )' For the case f. <. 1 , O'df and Es are obtained from (26b) 
and (2&) respeotively! the other source parameters are unaffected by 
E. Further discussion of the apparent stress (1)8) is omitted s1nce it 
is proportional to the effective stress. For convenience 1n displaying 
these results graphically, we also omit discussion of the average slip 
u. 
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The following scheme is used to represent these source parameters 
graphically, LoglO no' co=ected to a reference hypocentral distance, 
is plotted on the ordinate. L0Bro fo is plotted on the abscissa. A 
plot of n -f points (rather than M -r points) has the advantage (from 
000
the observational point of view) that any data comparison is 
independent of the scaling associated with a particular source model, 
For example, the observational determination of fo is independent of 
the (different) relations that Kasahara (1957), Archambeau (1964), 
Berckhemer and Jacob (1968), and Brune (1970) give betwellll f and r. 
o 
Figure 4 illustrates how the spectral parameters obtained from 
Figure J can be graphically related to the appropriate source 
parueters. Figure 4a presents the source parameters obtained from the 
* * spectral parllllleters (n ,f ) of Figure ]a; the n -f point is also 
o 0 0 0 
indicated here for reference. Similarly Figure 4b presents the source 
* * parueters obtained from the spectral parameters <n , f , E) of 
o 0 
Figure 3b, the n -f point is indicated here for reference. In either 
o 0 
case, horizontal lines are lines of constant n and M ; vertical lines 
. 0 0 
are lues of constant f aAd r. The quantity n. f J is COJlstant alOllg 
o 0 0 
lines of slope -3, such lines are lines of collstaBtt.a and a",ff' 
SiAilarly E is constant alOllg lines of slope -3/2. 
s 
* * When E <. 1 (Figure 4b) Es and a
eff are obtained from the point 
* * suce both Ee and a
eff contain the product 
In Figure 4b. the tip of the horizontal a=ow lies on the 
.' 
pout l +0/:[£, n: ) , the length of this arrow is thus equal to 
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Figure 4, The Qo-fo diagrams for the spectral parameters obtained 
from Figure 3 (starred notation refers to the spectral 
parameters of Figure 3b), The source and spectral parameters 
are constant along the indicated straight lines. following the 
discussion in the text, (a) Source and spectral parameters 
from Figure 3a. (b) source and spectral parameters from 
Figure 3b, In (b) the horizontal arrow indicates the 
distance between f~ and f~/~ , 
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* log l:.. 
if[ Note that the line of constant a eff passes through the 
* no-f
o 
po1D.t, thuslla - a
eff - aeff in agreement with equatiOIlB (26) 
* wheA no - f. no (Figure 3), 
Figures 5 and 6 illU8trate t he utility of n -f di~ams for two 
o 0 
sets of observed spectral parameters for both seismic and explosive 
sources, Figure 5 compares spectral paraaeters of Kurll aAd Aleutian 
earthquakes with those obtained fro. three large ~uclear explosions. 
Two geaeralizatiOl1s of the ideas presented earlier are iAcorporated in 
this figure, First, Figure 5 compares P-wave spectral data, obtained 
froll Pasadena recordings of the P waves of the several set.s of sources, 
the S waves beiAg poorly developed for the explosive sources, While 
the Brune spectra and the resulting relations described in the previous 
sectiOR were developed only for S-wave radiation, it shall be seen in 
the Dext chapter that 1'10 aAd r call be recovered equally reliably from 
P-wave spectra using (22) aAd (23), respectively, with the SUbstitution 
of a.(P-wave velocity) for ~ for four intermed1a.te magnitude, sha.llow 
earthquakes for which the sue parueters could be obtained froll field 
data, 
Secondly, both theoretical (Sharpe, 1942) aAd observational (liyss 
et al., 1971, Molnar, 1971) results iD.dicate that the P-wave spectra 
froll explosive sources are more or less sharply peaked at a frequency 
which can be related to the reciprocal of the radius of a spherical 
source, For these sources, the peak frequency is the obvious analog to 
f and is tak.m as such, Since most of the energy radiated is at 
o 
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Figure 5. no-fo (p _ve) re~esentatiOD of four shallow Aleut1aa 
TreRch earthquakes (0 (llyss et al., 1971), four shallow Kurll 
Treoch earthquakes (. ,and three nuclear explosions ( x ) 
(llyss ~ al., 1971) . The dashed lines are lines of constant 
stress drop, the lower one co=espond1ng to a.bout 15 bars. the 
upper OIle to about 90 bars. In order of decreasing 110. the 
nuclear explosions are. Novaya Zemlya, Oct. 27, 1966, 
IIIb - 6.6, MlLROW, mb - 6.5. aad LONGSHOT. mb - 5.9. 
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f"requencies near f (see equatlorus 28 and Rote that this ls even !IIore 
o 
so 111 the case of" peaked source spectra), we take the spectral maximUlll 
at f" to be n . 
o 0 
The dashed lilies in Flgure 5 are lines of constant stress drop , 
the lower line co=espond1l1g to a stress drop of approxUtatelY 15 bars. 
All of the selsmic sources are conta1ned wlthin the two dashed lines, 
whlch are separated by a factor of 6 111 the quantity stress drop. The 
explosive eources are readlly d1at1l1guished from the sel smic sources 111 
Figure 5, being separated from the nearest se1B1Dic source by a.1moet as 
much &S the totaJ. scatter of the eight selB1Dic sources considered. 
III terms of the n -f representatloR, definl tloft of nuclear 
o 0 
exploslons relles solely 011. an adequate dete:m1natloR of f
o
' S1nce the 
trend of the spectral data ls such that fo 1ncreases with decreasing 
m. , n -f definl tion of exploslons with 1IagJ11 tude leu thaD that for 
o 0 0 
LONGSHOT (~ • .5.9) depends more crucially on obtaining reliable 
spectral 1I1forlllatlOll 1a the frequency band f ~ 0.3 Hz than, say, 
reliable determ1l1ations of 20 sec Rayleigh waves. For BlIIall 
exploslons, however, the determination of fo will be hindered by the 
severe problems of anelastlc attenuatlon that effect the teleeelsmic 
trSAemisslon of frequencies ~ 2 Hz, III addltlon, it must be 
remembered that the set of seiSlllc sources considered in Flgure 5 doee 
Bot preclude the existence of earthquakes wl th spectral parameters more 
nearly exploslon-like. Dlscr1m1l1atlon of at least the larger explosive 
ud eeismic sources 111 tems of spectral parameters does, however, 
appear promising (I/yss et al., 19711 Molnar, 1971), and Flgure .5 is a 
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convenient representation of the method's promise for so •• available 
data (Wyss et al., 1971). 
n -f diagrams also provide a. convenient sUl!llll&ry of regional 
o 0 
differences in seismic source parameters. Figure 6 compares n -f data 
o 0 
for earthquakes of the northern Baja California region with those for 
earthquakes occurring in the Gulf of C&lifornia (Thatcher. 1972). 
These earthquakes have local magnitudes (ML) in the range J, 7 ~ ML (, 
6.3, local magnitudes for each earthquake are indicated beside the 
!l -f point. The dashed lines are lines of constant stress drop having 
o 0 
the value as indicated. Generally, northern Baja sources have larger 
stress drops than the Gulf sources, particularly at larger magnitudes. 
Even more striking is the group of Baja sources which have seismic 
moments varying over two orders of Jlagnitude for which f (and r) vary 
o 
only by a factor of 2. 
Of passing interest is the structural similarity of n -f diagrams 
o 0 
and Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams used to trace stellar evolutionary 
sequences. In its most elementary form, the Hertzaprung-Russell 
diagram is a plot of the star's visu&l absolute magnitude against its 
color index (Schwarzschlld, 1958). Since the stellar magnitude scales 
are structurally analogous with the earthquake magnitude scales, it is 
not difficult to associate.n
o 
with the visual absolute magnitude. The 
color index can be related to a predominant wavelength of stellar 
radiation, in this sense we recognize fo as the "color" of the 
earthquake. In the case of either diagram, the Ilaximum radiated 
amplitudes are of limited utllity unless the frequency band of lIaximum 
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Figure 6. no-fo representation of se1.sa1c sources in the north6D1 Gulf of Cal1.fom1a..,Baja Cal1.f=1a regionl northem Gulf 
sources (A ), northem Baja sources (. ). and 19.54 Baja sequence 
souroes (0 ). The DUllber represents the local m&gIli tude of the 
earthquake represented by the no-fo point. Dashed lines are 
lines of constant stress drop, with the indicated value. After 
'lbatcher (1972). 
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radiated energy density is a.lso indicated, 
ESTIMATES OF RADIATED ENERGY 
A basic difficulty in estimat ing radiated energy stelll& from 
URcertainties associated with the generation and propagation of high 
frequency seismic waves. The observational uncertainty w1l1 never be 
entirely eliminated, but the assumption of a source model does provide 
1JaportaAt cOllatrainte and eOlle useful insights in e8timaUng radiated 
energies, &lid we develop here a brief discussion in terma of Brune's 
(1970) source model. 
The relative simplicity of the expression for radiated energy 
(280) or a Ilinimum eat1Jllate of it (28a) in terms of the spectral 
parameters no' fo' and E greatly fac1litates the determ1.llatioo of E
s
' 
The important point here is that high frequency ampUtudes are 
specified once no' fo' and E are specified. Whether the Brlme (1970) 
model is an adequate high frequency representation of the seismic 
source must await a considerable amount of detailed spectra.l 
Ileasursents. In this chapter we will assume that it is, Then very 
Uttle radiated energy is contained outside the frequency band 
-\:.fo {,. t ~ ?"1o/f.. 
Previous attempts at eattaatiRg radiated energies through a ttae 
integration of the observed sigJIa.l (De Noyer, 1958) or through a 
frequency integration of the resulting spectrum (Wu, 1966, ChaRdra, 
1970) have not been entirely consistent with pre-ex1sting energy-
magnitude relationships (Gutenberg and Richter, 19;6&,br Richter, 
1958). IA this section, the equat ion on which energy-m&8llitude 
relationshIps were orlg1na1ly based will be cast into an approximate 
spectral represeJI.tatioll r the result can then be compared directly with 
(2&) or (28c) ill an no -f
o 
diagam. 
IA series of papers dating fro. 1942, B. Gutenberg and 
C. F. Richter endeavored to relate radiated energy syat .. atically to 
earthquake magnitude. The basic data of Gut.berg and Richter (1942) 
and Gutenberg and RIchter (1956&) were Wood-Aaderson ssiBJIograms of 
local southern California earthquakes supplemented by a smaller number 
of strong motIon accelerograph records. Their estimate for radiated 
el\ergy, EGR , is (Gutenberg and RIchter, 19;6&) 
Here Ao and To represeJI.t the ampl1 tude and period of the maximum 
ampl1tude observed on the Wood-Anderson seismogr!Ull, corrected for 
propagation effects. to the epicenter. to is the duratIon of this 
"maximum amplitude" wavetraln, assumed to be n cycles of sine waves 
(35) 
of period T , ampl1 tude A. h is the bypocentral depth, taken to be o 0 
16 kill for southern California earthquakes. 
The quantities A , T , and t were then empirically related to the 
o 0 . 0 
local lI&gI11tude i'lL (Richter, 1935), so that (35) could be written as a 
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function of only 1\, the result being (Gutenberg and Richter, 1956a) , 
(36) 
(The most recent result is log EGR - 9.9 + 1.9 ~ - 0,024 ~2 
(Richter, 1958) . ) Gutenberg and Richter (1956b) then related ML to ~ 
aRd ~ to Ms' giving rise to 
and 
(38) 
Here ~ 1& the body-wave ma.g/litude, and Ms is the surface-wave 
mae;Ilitude, (37) and (38) are basicallY relations derived from (35) and 
(36), ut1lizing ~-m" or ~-Ms relations. As such, the remainder of 
the discussion will concern itself with (35) and (36). 
Equation (35) can be put into an approx1ma.te spectral form by 
substituting 
(39) 
into (35). ITo is the spectral amplitude of n sine waves with amplitude 
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A , period T. lIith (39) and t .. nT , (35) becomes 
o 0 0 0 
Here F is the reciprocal of T. The quantities n, ii , and F can all 
o 0 0 0 
be obtained from the data of Gutenberg and Richter (1956a) for any 
value of '\. In (40) the standard distance R replaces hJ it is then 
understood that U
o 
in (22) is diminished by a factor of ~ relative 
to its value at h. 
The right-hand side of (40) has afunctional form similar to that 
of (28&). lie can therefore compare the energy represented by the 
u 
point (F 0' A~ - the Gutenberg-Richter energy estimate - to the energy 
repressted by the point (f ,n ) - the m1I1imum spectral estimate of 
o 0 
radiated energy - for events with corresponding '\. This is done in 
Figure 7. The solid circles represent the (Fo ' ~) points for events 
of the indicated 11-. The open circles represent D. -f determinations 
-" 0 0 
for sOllIe southern California earthquakes. These events have a local 
magnitude corresponding to the soUd circle cOllllected to it by the 
dashed line sequence. The (F 0' ~) points represent the average 
southern California earthquake of the indicated '\ in such a w&y_ as to 
give the correct value of EGR • It is emphasized here the (F 0' ~) 
* Equatioo (40) was first presented by Thatcher (1971). It appears here, 
as it does in Hanks and Thatcher (1972), in a slightly modified form. 
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Figure 7. An flo-fo representation of the difference betlleell the 
minlllUIII spectral estimate of radiated energy (28&) and the 
Gutenberg-Richter estimate (40). The solid eircles are ~ - F 0 
points eo=espottd1ng to an event of the :l.ndicated ML at 100 kill. 
'nle open eircles at the end of each dashed lJl1e sequeaee are 
flo-fQ. poillts for southem Ca.l1fornia earthquakes of the Balla 
ML' TIle heavy dashed l:l.nes are lilies of constat radiated 
energy. The length of the horizontal dashed lines co=esponds 
to the difference :I.n radiated energies given by the ~ - F 0 
point and the 0o-fo po:l.nt. 'Ibis differellce II8J' be estimated 
from the nllllerical values given near each no-fo point, these 
values being equal to log..!... (see text). 
rr 
4-7 
uo points are not observationally detemined spectral ampll tudes .fii at 
frequen.cies F 0 for the specific earthquakes conSidered, whereas the 
(fo ' flo) points are. 
The heavy dashed lines in Figure 7 have slope of -3/2 and thus are 
lines of constant radiated energy. It then follows, for eX8/llple, that 
the no -fo point for the ~ - 6.6 earthquake represents more eDergy than 
tio does the Jif - F 0 point for the same 1\. On the other hand, the.Q -f o 0 
po1J\t for the 1\ - 3.1 earthquake represents considerably less energy 
than does the correspondillg ~ - ·F 0 point. 
The apparatus of theflo-f
o 
diagram may be used to estimate the 
~ergy difference between tbeno-fo points and the correspondillg 
uo 
,fif - F 0 points. The logarithmic difference is three times the 
horizontal distaDce betweeD the no -f
o 
point and the line of constant 
lio 
radiated energy passing through the .J'n - F 0 point of the correct 
local magnitude. The logarithmic separatiOJl between the eI'Id points of 
the horizontal dashed 11J\es in Figure 7 are as 1adicated. The sign 
convention is that this quantity is positive if thell -f point lies to 
o 0 
the left of the appropriate line of CODJ!ltaat radiated eDergy (the 
n ~ 
-f point represents less radiated energy than the = - F point) o 0 ,,\, 0 
and negative if the converse is true. 
Within the the framework of the n -f diagram presented in Figure 
00 . 
.1. 4, these numbers may be 1nterpreted as log ~ • This construction 
is quite artificial in the sense that the values obtained for E have 
no llleaJ1ing 1:& terms of the source parameter e., the ~ - F points 
,,"1\ 0 
being for the average southern California earthquake of the indicated 
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Moreover, if the n -f point lies to the right of the appropriate 
o 0 
line of constant Es' f. is fo:mally greater than one. The use of this 
artifice merely allows the ratio of the radiated energy of the 
Uo 
..rn - F 0 point to the radiated energy of the no -f
o 
P01nt to be given as 
1~4 , where 1.4 is the ratio of the constants in (40) to the constants 
in (2&'). 
The main concern with Figure 7 is to present a scheme by which 
the minimum spectral est1JJla.te of radiated energy (2Ba) can be directly 
compared 'l(i th that obtained from the transformed energy~i tude 
relationship (40). Two lIIore specific po1nts are worth notillg. First 
there is a general tendency for EGR to overestimate the minimum 
estimate of E , the discrepancy ilIcreasiBg with decreuillg M_. The s _ -~ 
Uo 
second po1nt depends oa whether the .JTi - F 0 po1nt is a. representative 
spectral amplitude at the frequency F 0 for the particular earthquakes 
choseJI. This need not be the case, and at any rate the factor of In 
obscures a simple spectral interpretation of u
o
' If, however, the 
Uo 
..FYi - F 0 point is approximately representative of spectral amplitudes 
at frequencies near F 0 for these earthquakes lit is pla.ill that the 
decay of spectral amplitudes for f ) fo is considerably less than f-2. 
This has important implications concerning particular characteristics of 
southern California earthquakes and/or the propagation of high 
frequency radiation ill the same area. Some discussion of these 
problems is 1ncluded 1n Thatcher's (1972) study of regional cU.fferences 
of source parameters ill northern Baja California. A more complete 
analysis of the whole matter will be reserved for a paper devoted to 
source spectra determillations for approx1J.ately 100 southem Cal1f'ornia 
earthquakes (Thatcher and Hanks , 1972), 
MAGNITUDE S~ 
'iithill the framework of the present discussion, establ1shed 
JIU4!:IIitude ecales COAstitute a sillgle spectral measurement wlth1s a 
fixed, aad relatively aarrow, frequency band (for a SWlDI&ry, see 
Richter, 1958), The shortcolliBge inherent iB characterizillg a seisllic 
source by such a lIe&SureDIellt have been long recogaized, Gutenberg's 
work on the surface-wave magnitude scale ud his attempts to devise a 
"unified magnitude" which oombilled body- and surface-wave amplitude 
Measurements, allowed for a more detailed claas1f'icatioll of seismic 
sources, Use of Ms and ~ (or ~) to represent earthquake sources 
(and nuclear explosions) ref1~es the source descriptiOll 80Ilewhat but is 
still subject to the obvious limitations resulting fi'om. use of two 
fixed narrow-band windows to describe the source spectrum, Since the 
frequency willdows for any of the magnitude scales are fixed (by the 
seismograph response SAd/or seismic attenuatiOll, 1f' not by definition), 
Ileasured 1118.X1IIIum ampl1 tudes uy be at frequencies ei thex high or low 
relative to fo' depeRding Oil the source d1IIIensioB, With respect to the 
(0 , f ,£) relations, then, the 11lllitation of establ1shed lI~itud" 
o 0 
scales is that they measure 8lIIPl1tudes that canaot, in general, be 
coneistelltly related to !to (or I'!o) at frequencies which cannot, in 
general, be cOIlsistent1y related to fo (or r). 
A more recent deve10paent that has aD.ev1ated this limitation 
somewhat is an in=easing emphasis on the direct determination of 
seismic moment from long-period surface waves (Brune and King, 1967; 
Aid, 19671 l{yss and Brune, 1968; Brune and Engen, 1969 , i/yss, 1970), 
although for events for which Ms i 6, 11s should be a rough 
approxbtation to Mo' l{1th1n the "s i m1] a rtty assuraption," Aki (1967) 
tried to relate fo to 1'10 (or 4,). The similarity assUllptiOl1, however, 
is equivalent to a COIlstant stress drop assuraptiOll for tlUthquakes .of 
all u.gni tudes. The validity of this 1mportant assUlllptiOIl, however, is 
open to qusstiOJl; the data in Figure 6 iIldicate that stress drops of 
the earthquakes considered vary over two orders of magnitude. Even 
given the errors ill determinillg no and fo for these data (Thatcher, 
1972), Figure 6 represents a sigll1ficant departure from similarity. At 
this point, the safest assumption is to consider n , f , and £ as 
o 0 
independent quantities. 
Within the framework of the (Qo' fo' e.) relations, a logical 
defiai tion of ma.gni tude would include aD. three parameters. l{i th this 
a mad, a rea.soaable magnitude definition would be one directly scaled 
to the radiated energy I 
(41) 
where a, b, are scaling constants, and.Go ' fo' and € have been 
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corrected for all propagation effects. The shear-wa.ve velocity Il and 
density f are included so that Es is properly est1.ma.ted for sources 
a.t all focal depths (see expression for rad1a.ted energy, equations 
(28)). The ma.jor lilllita.tion of this ma{!llitude scale is that small £. 
is diff1cul t to determ1!le from observed spectral data.. 
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Chapter III 
THE USE OF BODY-liAVE SPFX:TRA IN DiE DETERl-!INATION 
OF SEISMIC SOURCE PARAMETERS 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, body-wave spectra are used to determine both the 
source dimension and seismic moment for three earthquakes far which 
these same parameters can be determined from field observations. '!bese 
earthquakes are the Borrego Mountain, California, earthquake (April 9, 
1968, f\ - 6.4), the Mudurnu Valley, Turkey, earthquake (July 22, 1967: 
M - 7.1), and the Da.sbt-e~ayiz, Iran, earthquake (August 31, 1968; 
M - 7.2). These three earthquakes generated predom1naatly strike-sl1p 
motion on a nearly vertical fault plane. All produced well-defined 
surface ruptures and measurable offsets across the fault surface. At 
the end of this chapter, s1m1lar results are presented for the San 
Fernando, Ca.llfornia, earthquake (February 9, 1971, ~ - 6.4, Wyss and 
Hanks, 1972), for which the source mechanism was predom1lla.ntly thrust 
faulting. 
Seismic moment and source dimension determinations obtained from 
the spectra. of radiated waves have not been systema.tlca.lly compared to 
field observations because reliable long-period azimuth coverage has 
only been available since the installation of the WWSSN system in 1963 
and because large earthquakes often occur in regions inaccessible to 
field measurements. Seismic moments are generally obtained from 
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well-dispersed surt'ace waves, follolrlllg a procedure similar to that of 
Ben-Menahem and Harkrider (1964). The preference for surt'ace-wave 
spectra is that, .for large shallow earthquakes , spectral information at 
periods in the several hundred second raage call readily be obtained ; 
for body phases, the long-period spectral data will be contaa1nated by 
multiple arrivals that follow within 60-100 s econds , except at very 
restricted ranges of depths and epicentral distances. On the other 
hand, the sma.ller and deeper earthquakes generate s i gnificantly smaller 
surt'aces Naves, and the use of body-wave spectra in the moment 
determinations for these events is preferable. 
Again with the exception of the larger shallow earthquakes, body-
wave spectra are also preferable for the determination of the source 
diJlension, s1ftce 1'0 is genera.lly 1JI a period range at which surt'ace-
wave ampl1tudes are a sensitive :f'unct1oJa of the propagjll.tion path. The 
intent of this ch&pter is to demonstrate that both the source dimension 
and seismic moment can be reliably, and relatively easily, obtained 
from the interpretation of the body-wave spectra in terms of Brune' s 
(1970) seiSll1c source .odel. This "calibratiOl1 check" provides 
justification for its use 1ft current studies of source parameter 
determinations for which there is no field evidence available. 
DE'l'ERI>lmATICti AND mTERPRETATIOtI OF BODY-WAVE SPECTRA 
SU!!!1R1U7 of Theoret1cal Rosul ts 
F1gure 8 gives far-f1eld displacement spectn. following Brune 
(1970). The S-wave spectrum. is for the case of complete stress drop. 
The se1sJa1c lIoment Mo(S) is detllrlldned fran the S-wave spectrum from 
(8) &l!.d (9b) 
Mo (S) :: (42) 
lIB before, p - deRs1ty and 13 - shear-n.ve velocity with ass191ed 
Yalues of 2.7 (!JIl/an3 and 3 • .5 laI/sec, respectively. Here R den.otes the 
correction for geanetrical spread1.ng for S Jlaves 1Jl a layered spher1cal 
Earth. 1(6'1'(5) 1s the shear-wave radiat10n l'Wottem. 
The source diJlleIlS10n 1s obta1Aed from (23) I 
rl5) 
where fo(S) is the S-vave spectral corner frequen.cy and r(S) 1s the 
radius of a circular source area given. by the shear wave spectral 
coner frequellcy. 
(43) 
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F1gure 8. Idealized far-f1eld body-wave spectra at a reference 
hypocentral distance c=ect ed f or all pro~tion effects , 
S-wave spectrum f'rom Brune (1970 ) f or the case £ Q 1. P-wave 
spectrum after discussion in text. 
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Although Brtme (1970) did Rot attea.pt to construct a theoret1cal 
P-wave spectrum, 1t nevertheless s_ rea.sou.ble that these parameters 
can be r ecovered from the P-wave radiation, 1.e., equation (14) . For 
several reasons, P waves are preferable to S waves for spectral 
analysis, and Mo and r w1ll be est imated from the P-wave spectrum as 
well. The se1sm1c moment No{P) 18 doterm1lled from P-wave spectn. with 
(8) and (9&). 
(44) 
The notat1on 1s tho analog for P waves of that used in (42) I Cl 18 the 
P-wave velocity with a value of 6.0 b/sec. 
To obtain the source dillens1011 reP) f.rom the P-wave spectrum, 1t 
is presumed that 
dP) = 
where the notation is that of (43) appl1ed to P waves. The 
justification far (4.5) 18 that the e«mer frequency 18 defined by the 
interference of radiated waves with wavelengths greater than a cr1t1cal 
value A - oCr). To preserve the >. cr1terion f (p) should then be 000
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sh1f'ted by a factor of ~ relat1ve to fo(S), as sketched 1Jl F1gure 8, 
On the other haad.; there 1s no justif1cation for (45) in teJ:DS of the 
Haskell (1964) formuJ..a.t1on recapituJ..a.ted 1n the first chapter, 
'Ibe basic tone of th1s chapter is empirical, The j<1St1ficatiOil of 
(45), as well as (42)-(44), will rest upon their ability to yield, 
us1ng spectral parameters cbtaiJled from teleseismic recol.'d1ngs of body 
waves, seism1c moments and source d1Jaensions that agree favorably 111 th 
the BaIlIe quantities estaated from fiel.d data for three moderately 
large earthquakes, In a subsequeI1t discussion of the results and their 
s1gaif1cance, we shall rettml to the theoretical exmstr-d.1nts on the 
corner frequency determination, 
The se1.emic Dloment ~Io(F), as estimated from field (F) data with 
Aki's (1966) result, was presented previously as (8) 
M.(F} = f-v.A (46) 
where f is the shear modulus; A is the area of the fault surfa.ce, and. U 
is the average slip on the fa.ult surface, 
For the source dimens10n comparisons, 1t has been assumed here 
that the observed fault length L(F) is twice the radius of an 
equivalent circular source, That is, 1t is assumed that 
1. (F) " r(F) 
2 
where reF) 1s to be compared to the source dimension estimates rep,S). 
This assumption 1fill surely fail for the case of a fault surface with a 
fault length L» than the fault width (depth) h. The approximate 
valid1ty of (47) for the earthquakes considered here may be established 
by rescaling the Brune (1970) spectra when A - L.h, rather than tr r2. 
Represent the area of a rectangular fault plane as 
(48) 
Then using equations (23)-(35) of Brune (1970), the spectral corner 
frequency fo may be scaled to the d.iJnension ~ as a function of &. The 
result is (Hanks and Wyss; 1972) 
f. tS) : i.He 
2. tr ~'I+ .h 
~ 
(49) 
\/hen 1~~ = 2.34 , (43) and (49) yield the same result between foeS) and 
r or foeS) and (~). Table 1 lists the quantity 1~~ for ssveral values 
of ~. For the three earthquakes considered , the fault l engths and 
lI1dt.h.s are such that 6 is in the range 0 • .50-0.71 (see below). From 
L Table 1, the 2 determinations from (49) lIOuld be a factor of 1-1.3 
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Table 1 
Scaling of fo(S) for a Rectangular Fault 
as a Function of h!(L!2) 
~ - h!(L!2) 
1. 
.75 
.50 
.20 
1.82 
2.25 
3.05 
6.07 
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larger than the r determinations from (43), In terms of the errors 
anticipated in the determinat10n of fo' this is not a. large error, lie 
shall proceed with (43) and (45) as the basis for source diJllenslon 
determination and subsequently return to these points in a discussion 
of the results. 
Determination of Body-liave Spectra 
The body-wave spectra. :presented in this work have been obtained 
from lilr/SSN recordjngs of body waves at teleseismic distances ( t:. ~ 3~). 
Both sbort- and long-period P- and S-wave signals have been ut111zed to 
obtain as much spectral information for a pa.rticula.r phase as poss1ble. 
The body-wave spectra. fl(w) are determined from an evaluation of 
I ~T09lt) e- iOlt dt I 
c 
where g( t) is the digit1zed body phase, the integral is evaluated 
numerically, and the body-wave spectrum is the moduJ.us of the resuJ.ting 
complex sum. The infinite Four1er transform is reduced to (50) by 
assuming that get) .. 0 for t < 0 and t > To' To being the sample length. 
The resuJ.ting spectral amplitudes are corrected for anelastic 
a.ttenuation and then for the instrument response to obtain displa.cement 
spectral amplltudes. 
The dlfficuJ.t1es in obtaining rel.1.a.ble long-per1od spectral data 
are well-known, and seVeral of these are discussed below. It 1s 
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emph&sized here that the spectral data have been interpreted in terms 
of Figure 
freq UE!!!lCY 
8, that is, a constan.t long-period level n , a corner 
o 
fo' and a high frequency (f ) fo ) decay of f- 't, 't - 2 , 
when the short-period spectral data prohibit t he last assumption 
except 
(t ,. 2) . A spectral peak, as arises in the stress relaxation model of 
Archaabeau (1964,1968), cannot be excluded on the basis of the limited 
frequency information available (f ~ .01 hz). Generally, the body-wave 
spectra adait an interpretation of a flat long-period level with eome 
indication of a peaked spectrum. In any caee, the prtaary interest 
here is to deteraine whether the moment calculated on the basis of such 
an interpretation, together with (42) or (44), has any relationship to 
the moment determined from the field data. 
Figure 9a demonstrates how the long-period spectrum varies as 
function of the sample length. Various sample lengths of both the P 
aDd S wave of the Turkey event at station liKe have been considered; the 
resulting spectra have been corrected for the instrument response, and 
seismic attenuation following Julian an.d Anderson (1968). The upper 
sequence of diagrams in Figure 9a is for the P wavel spectrum (3) is 
considered. to be ths "best" and the short-period P data are also 
included. here. The interpreted. long-period levelno(P) of (3) is 
indicated on the other three P-wave spectra, the high frequency 
terminus of this line representing fo(P). This long-period level could 
be estimated to a factor of 2 from any of the four spectra. On the 
other hand, it is fair to eay that the ilI.terpretation of a long-period 
"level" is somewhat forced, particularly for the shorter suple 
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l&ngths . The determination of fo ( P) is also more difficult for the 
shorter sample lengths. 
S1lI11larly , the lower sequence of diagrams is for the S wave (NS) 
of the Turkey earthquake at HKC . Spectrum (2) is cons i dered t o be the 
best although n (S) and f (3) can be r ecovered from either of the three 
o 0 
sample lengths, provided that the suggested increase of .a (e.) at 
f ~ .01 hz is attributed to the low dynamic magnification of the long-
period instrument compounding the lower reliability of the spectral 
data at these periods. The spectral shift of fo(P) with respect to 
fo(S) can also be seen by compar1Jlg the high frequency terminus of the 
flo(p) line and the noes) line. This and similar analyses of sample 
length variations for other phases indicate that, in general, no can be 
est1ll1ated to a factor of 2 (+ .3 logarithmic units) and f can be 
- 0 
est1lllated to a factor of 1.5 (!. .2 logarithmic units) from the spectral 
data. 
In Figure 9b, three Doise spectra are compared to the.n -f 
o 0 
a.pproxilRation of the S-wave spectra presented in Figure 9a. The 
spectrum labeled Hl has been obtained from a sample length equal to 
that used to obtain the S-wave spectrum la.beled 1 in Figure 9a, and 
similarly for H2 and H3. All sample lengths have beG chosen from the 
several minutes of record just prior to the S wave presElllted in 
Figure 9a. These noise spectra have been corrected for instrument 
response and sei8lBic attenuation in the same manner used to obtain the 
S-wave spectra in Figure 9a. For periods greater than 10 seconds, the 
signal-to-noise ratio is quite favorable, but for periods less than 5 
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Figure 9b, Comparison of three noise spectra. with Q
o 
- fo approximation 
to the S- wave spectrum presented in Figure 9a.. 
seconds, the long-period. S-wave spectral data are Bot reliable. 
For the data considered in this study, the choice of saaple length 
1.8 the major uncertainty in the spectral determinations of n and f • 
o 0 
A sample length of several tllles the period. co=esponding to f 0 is 
generally necessary for a reliable determination ofll
o
• While this 
criterion is generally met, the resulting sample lengths often include 
multiple a=ivals aAd source/station crustal reverberations. These 
effects are not explicitly accounted for and are regarded as the major 
source of "noise." Some of these factors will be discussed in more 
detail following a presentation of the observational results. 
References to P waves or P-wave spectra w11l always mean the P 
wave recorded on the vertical instrument. Sim11arly, references to S 
waves or S-wave spectra imply S waves recorded on the horizontal 
components. In general, the Olle horizontal component receiVing the 
predominaAce of SH motion will be the one under consideration. The 
spectra as they appear in the remainder of this chapter are co=ected 
only for seismio attenuation following JuliaA and Anderson (1968) and 
the instrument response. The earthquakes considered here are large 
enough so that fo ~ 0.2 Hz in all cases. The Q structure of Julian 
and AndersOll (1968) affects amplitudes in this frequency range h&rdly 
at all. 
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ANALYSIS OF THREE EARTHQUAKES 
In this section, we will present body-wave signals, their spectra, 
and a sUlllll&ry of the spectral parameters derived from them for the 
three strike slip earthquakes mentioned previously. Deteminations of 
seismic moments and source dimensions calculated from teleseismic body-
wave spectra and field evidence will be noted for each event &8 a p.rt 
of the presentation of data. With the basic results of this study in 
hand, we will then discuss the several corrections to the spectral 
approx1aations flo and fo (including the effects of radiation pattern, 
geometrical spreading, crustal transfer function, multiple arrivals, 
and directivity function) necessary to obtain M and r. Together with 
o 
a discussion of the accuracy of the field mea.surements, we can then 
assess the errors of the several estimates of M and r, 
o 
Borrego Mountaia, California, Earthquake 
This earthquake occurred in the San Jacinto fauJ.t zone in southern 
California on April 9, 1968, and had a (local) magnitude of 6,4, Its 
33 km fauJ.t trace consisted of two northwest-trending, en-echelon 
elements, The maximum horizontal slip on the northern segment was 38 
em and on the southern segment lIaB 20 ca, vertical displacements were 
gllllerally small but locally had values of up to 20 CIII (Allen et al, , 
1968). 
The av~e displacSlllent Ii is takell to be JO em, approx1lu.tely i 
of the maximum horizontal displacseIlt u I this choice is iI'I accord 
max 
67 
with the relationship of average displacement to maximum displacement 
for theoretical fault models &B noted by Brune and Allen (1967). The 
vert1cal displacement is neglected. The fa.ult length L is taken to be 
33 km, aad the she&%' modulus is taken to be 3 . 3 x loll dyne-em. The 
depth of faulting 1s taken a.s 11 kin , the hypocentr&l depth of the m&1n 
shock given by Allen and Nordquist (19'72). With these parameters, 
Mo(F) - 3.6 x 1025 dyne-an, &nd ¥F) - 17 kin. The zone of intense 
&ftershock activity defined a fault length of 45 kin (Hamilton, 1972). 
Although this Deed not imply that slip resultiDg from tha main shock 
actually occ=ed on the 45 klII segment, the choice of L - 33 kin Dlay be 
underest1m&ted by a factor of 1.3. The depth of the deepeet a.ftershock 
that occ=ed along the broken segment !IlLS 12 kin (Hamilton, 1972) 
compared to the ch01ce of h - 11 kill. 
To determine Mo and r from teleseismic body-wave spectra, 8 P 
waves and 4 S waves (both horizontal components) have been analyzed. 
The 10ng-per1od P and S signals are presented in Figure 10, and the 
resultiDg P-wave spectra are presented in Figure ll. both as azimuth 
plots with respect to the local strike of the San Jacinto Fault 
(N 480 W). Theno-fo fit to the P-wave spectra is iDd1cated by the 
dashed lines. The short-period data are important with respect to the 
determination of fo(P) , since fo(P) (.1-.2 Hz) occurs a·~ frequencies 
somewhat higher than that of the peak response of the 10ng-per1od 
instrument. 
Figure 12 represents the S-wave spectra with the n -f fit in 
o 0 
dashed lines. Because of the spectral shift of fo(S) with respect to 
68 
fo(F), foeS) occurs very close to the frequency of peak response for 
the long-period 1JlstrumentatiOIl. foeS) could be defined on the basis 
of the 10llg-period data alone (with the possible exception of SICS 
S(NS». This cirCWIIStance was fortunate since good short-period data 
were generally not a.vailable at the stat10ns chosen. Both p- and S-
wave spectra were obtained. from sample lengths less tha.n 65 seconds. 
A SUl1lJlla.ry of no and fo of both the P and S spectra 1s given in 
Table 2. along with the determinat10n of I'!o ad r using (42) and (43) 
or (44) and (45). The rad1.a.t1on pattern correct1on was made on the 
bas1s of a vertical plane str1king pa.rallel to the San Jacinto Fault 
(N 480 li). Table 3 summarizes the average moment and fault length 
determinat10nsl references to B=e ilJIply the use of (43) or (45). 
Also l1sted. are est1Jna.tes for r and Ao computed from the models of 
Berckhemer and Jacob (1968) and Kasahara (1957). The fault length 
estimated from these models 1s 101( by a factor of 4 from the observed 
fault length. In contrast. the fault length estimated from foeS) and 
(43) or fo(P) and (45) are in good agreement with the observed leagth 
of surface ground breakage. the average S-lfI,ve fault length being about 
30% h1gh and the average P-wave fault length being about 20% 101(. 
Ind1v1dual variat10n of fo(P) can be grossly correlated with az1muth 
from the fault plane's strike; this will be presented. in the d1scussion 
below. S1m1larly, the se1sm1c moments as computed from the P-wave and 
S-wave spectra are cons1stent with each other and agree with the moment 
computed. from the field data, the f1eld moment being low by a factor 
of 2-3. 
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Table 3 
Summary of Seismic Moment and Source Dimension Determinations, 
Borrego Mountain Earthquake 
Surface rupture 3,6 
Aftershock zone 4.9 
P wave (Brune) 10. 
S wave (Brune) 6.6 
P wave (Kasahara) 
P wave (Berckhemer 
and Jacob) 
*h - 11 km 
**h - 12 km 
Source Dimension Area 
L/2, r 
km 
17 
22 
14 
23 
4 
4.3 
A 
o 
kID 
363* 
615 
1460 
53 
58 
74 
Mudumu Valley. Turkey. Eartbguake 
This earthquake occurred on July 22, 1967 on the Anatolian Fault 
in northwestern Turkey; it has been assigned a magnitude M of 7.1. 
Eighty kilometers of fresh faulting attributed to this event were 
accompanied by a maximum horizontal (right-lateral) displacement of 
190 em and a maximum vertical (north side down) displacement of 120 em 
(Ambraseys and Zatopek, 1969). While these authors noted that 
preliminary results indicated a focal depth of less than 10 kIn, this 
estimate is subject to considerable uncertainty and, in any caBS, need 
only locate the point of initial rupture. On the basis of this event's 
similarity (in tems of its lDa@litude, seiSlllic moment, &lid fault 
length) to the Iran earthquake (see below), it is felt that a more 
realistic depth of faulting is 20 kIl. Taking h .. 20 kIl, L - 80 kia, 
- 11 2 () u - 140 Iat, and f' - 3.3 x 10 dyne-aa, 1'10 F for this event is 
26 1, ) 
estimated to be 7.4 x 10 dyne-aIll 2'F is taken to be 40 kill. 
To estimate the seismic moment and source dimension frOil 
teleseism1c body-wave spectra, 13 P waves and 8 Swaves (5 stat10ns) 
haYe been analyzed. TIle long-period P waves are presented with respect 
to stat10n azimuth in F1gure 131 the strike azimuth of the preferred 
slip plane (D. p. McKenzie, personal commun1cat1on) is as 1n.d1cated. 
On the focal s~ere, t.h1s plane is g1ven by rp .. 9;,0, & .. 900 • 
TIle resulting P-wave spectra are presented in F1gure 14. 'l'be 
n -f f1t has not been included (nor will it be for the remainder of 
o 0 
the spectra to be presented), so that the trend of the data can be 
discussed w1 thout reference to the cho1ce of approximation. Generally, 
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Figure 13. Long-period P waves, Turkey earthquake, presented with 
respect to station a.z1llIuth. Preferred fault plane of D. p. 
11cKenzie (personaJ. communication) as indicated. Note minute 
mark for SDB. 
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Figure 14. P-wave spectra, Turkey earthquake. 
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the spectral SIlplltude. incraa.se II1th decreasing frequency until 
-2 frequencies of 4-6 x 10 Hz are reached. In this frequency range, 
there is a definite tendency for the spectral amplitudes to attain 
maximum values, which are interpreted as no' 
The effect of short sample lengths can again be illustrated by 
comparing sample lengths (Figure 1) II1th resulting spectra (Figure 14) 
for the P wave of the Turkey earthquake at stations BlIL, KOD, IlKC, SIlK, 
and MAT. Certainly, the sample length chosen for BlIL excludes the 
majority of P-wave motion. As expected, no is relatively loll', by a 
factor of 2-). By consequence of the n -f fit, f (p) is 
o 0 0 
co=espondingly higher (see discussion below). But even this 
obviously poor choice of sample length still yielda ~ -f
o 
data that ere 
not drMatic&lly inconsistent II1th other estimates. On the basis of 
our experience with P waves at IiKC (Figure 9), we might also suspect 
that Qo(p) is underestimated at MAT aDd SIlK, since the s8.ll1ple lengths 
chosen were relatively short. (Note the narrow azimuth range for IlKC, 
SIlK, and MAT, Figure 1), the P wave at MAT could Bot be unambiguously 
followed for times longer than that indicated.) Particularly at MAT, 
the matching of short- and long-period data is not good, but the 
consistency of the long-period data for MAT, SHK, and IiKC (1) (Figure 
9a) is remarkable. The suggestion here is that Mo(Qo) and r(f
o
) have a 
sufficiently merked effect that they are recoverable from a relatively 
II1de range of sample lengths. 
Sample lengths chosen for long-period P waves were generally near 
60 seconds, epeotral amplltudes were computed only for f >- .02 Hz. 
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While lt would be desirable to have spectral data &t 10ll.ger perlods to 
def1ne.Qo mare adequately, lt ls felt that the trend of the data in the 
:frequency range 4-6 x 10-2 Hz ls real. V&lues of .!lo(P) and fo(P) are 
l1.eted in Table 4, together Idth the resulting Mo(P) and r(P) 
detezm1nations • 
S-wave spectra are presented in FigUre 15. (The S waves for the 
Turkey and Iran earthquakes are not presented for economy of space.) 
For the S phase, longer sample lengths have b_ necessary to define n 
o 
and f adequately. 
o 
fo(S) 18 1n the range 2-3 x 10-2 Hz, Idth the 
exoeption of GIi! (NS) (Flgure 15 and Table 5), shifted toward lower 
:frequencies with respect to fo(P). 1n accord with Figure 8. Sample 
lengths vary from 80-120 seconds. the longer sample lengths UIldoubtedly 
including the SCS arrlval far statlons with /). ~ 600 • The SCS arr1val 
at HKC can be clearly Been in Flgure 9. Values of !.lo(S) and fo(S) are 
listed 1n Table 5. together with the resulting Mo(S) and r(S) 
determ1na tions. 
A sUllllllarj' of the se1smic moment and source dimenslon 
determina.tions for thlB earthquake 18 presented in Table 6. The 
correctiOll bas been made OIl the basis of the fault plane solution of 
D. p. McKenzie (person&l cOllll!UIllcation). The agreeillent between the 
Beveral estimates for either :parameter is excellent. 
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Figure 15. S-wave spectra, Turkey earthquake. Horizontal instrument 
canponent as indicated. 
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T&b1e 5 
S-W&ve spector&! Da.ta., Turkey Earthquake 
Station r E (S) 
s 
(Phase)* -1 10 cm-sec kID x 1021 ergs 
HKC (!IS) 2.0 3.0 43 8.9 2.8 
HKC (Ell) 2.5 2.1 62 
BUL (/IS) 0.63 2.6 50 
BUL (Ell) 2.9 3.0 43 15.1 8.0 
WIN (/IS) 2.5 2.5 52 
WIN (Ell) 2.1 2.9 45 7.4 1.7 
sm (Ell) 1.3 2.8 46 3.6 .37 
GIE (NS) 1.3 4.0 33 7.6 4.8 
*Epicentral distance, ata.tion a.z1muth data. in T&b1e 4. 
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Dasht-e-Ba,yaz. Iran. Earthquake 
'lbis earthquake occu=ed an August 31, 1968 in east-cent:ra.l Iran; 
it has been assigned a. lII&8Jlitude of 7.2. It is associated with 80 kin 
of east-west faulting, a.ccompanied by a lII8.ld.m.um horizontal (left-
lateral.) displacement of 450 aD and a lII&ldJnum vertical (north side 
down) displacement of 250 em. A ~l1m1mary est1mate of the focal 
depth of the main shock 1lIdicated it was less than 15 kin (Ambraseys and 
Tcha.lenko, 1969). 
Cramp1a (1969) located aftershocks of this earthquake using S-P 
tlJles and azimuth determinations based on the relative amplitudee of 
the S waves recorded on horizontal caaponenta. He obtUned focal 
depths of 20 kID for events located in the center of the fault zone and 
focal depths of 25 kID for evellta at the extremities of the observed 
ground breakagel the locations ware est1mated to be accurate to 5-10 
km. 
W1th a. depth of faulting of 20 km, the fault surface has an area 
of 1.6 x 1013 ai. An est1mate of ii - 340 em is used to obtain 
26 L ) Mo(F) - 18. x 10 dyne-cm, and ~F • 40 lan. 
Body-wave spectra ha.,e been obtained from P waves reccmled at 16 
WWSSN staticms and from S waves recorded at 6 stations. 'lbe P waves 
are presented with respect to station azimuth in Figure 16. 'lbe strike 
lLZilluth of the preferred slip plane (from the focal mechanism solution 
of Ni&z1, 1969) is indicated. 'lbe P-wave spectra are pres8JIted in 
Figure 17, and values of no(p) and fo(P) for them are given in Table 7, 
along with dete:rm1n&tions of Mo(P) and r(P). S-wave spectra are 
85 
preB8Ilted 1Jl Flgure 18, and va.luB8 of no(s) and fo(S) are giV8ll 1Jl 
Table 8, together wlth determ1Jlatlons of M (S) and r(S). 
o 
The Iraa earthquake and the Turkey earthquake had co.parable 
magnl tudes, moments, and fault lellgths. As would be expected, the 
spectral parameters Do(p,s) and fo(P,S) for these two events correlate 
1Jl a simllar way. The P-wave spectra for this event are somewhat 
different from those of the Turkey earthquake ill that the former do 
6 -2 -1 not decay so rapldly 1Jl the range x 10 ~ f ~ 2 x 10 Hz. That ls, 
the rate of spectral. decay (t) for f ~ f appears to 1Jlcrea.se from 
. 0 
approximately 1 to 2 near 4 to 5 seconds for most of the P-wave 
Ilpectra obtained for the Iran earthquake. While lt ls tlllllpting to 
interpret thlll 1n terms of BlII&ll t (Brune, 1970), the S-wave Ilpectra 
for thlll event do not dlsplay the correspondiAg feature. Sample 
leagthe chosen for slgnals from this eVeDt were simllar to those chosen 
for the P and S waves of the Turkey earthquake. Table 9 gives a 
summary of selsmlc momBllt and IlOurce dimenslon determinatlO11s for the 
Iran earthquake. The ~9, correctlO11. has been made OR the basls of the 
Nlazi (1969) fault plane solutlO11. Agreement between the several 
estimates for r ls good, but moment determ1nat1ons vary aomevhat more 
than for the prevlous two earthquakB8. 
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Ta.b1e 8 
S-l{ave Spectral Data, Iran Earthquake 
E (S) 
s 
Station 
-1 10 cm-sec 21 x 10 ergs 
HKC (NS) 2.3 3.0 43 3.5 .43 
lIKC (EW) .69 5.8 
SIll (NS) 4.0 2.2 59 
SIll (EW) 4.0 1.9 68 
MAL (NS) 1.6 3.0 43 6.4 1.4 
MAL (EW) 1.7 2.8 46 
pro (NS) 2.0 2.8 46 14.5 6.0 
pro (EW) 2.5 2.8 46 
GIlH (NS) 1.6 3.0 43 10.5 3.9 
NOR (NS) 2.2 2.5 52 7.9 1.3 
NOR (EW) 1.0 4.0 33 
*Epicentral distance, station azimuth data in Table 7. 
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DISCUSSION 
MOlllent Determination from Teleseismic Body-Vave Spectra 
To determine M , it is necessary to co=ect the v&l.ues of!2 
o 0 
(Tables 2,4,5,7,8) for the ra.d1a.tion pattern, g8OlletriC&l spread1:ag, 
and crust and free surface effects. To BaIIIple the source at a single 
point (6,q» on the focal sphere, 1t 1s also necessary to remove all 
(multiple) a=iv&1s other than the direct _vet The recorded s1gn&1 
can be expected, for ex&IIIple, to contain substat10n crustal 
reverberations, near-source free surface reflections (pp ,as ,etc.) , 
secondary a=1v&1s (for instance, PCP,SCS) as well &8 the direct _vet 
S waves 111 the radial direct10n are often fOllowed by relat1vely strong 
S-coupled P waves (Chander et &1., 1968). 
The radiation pattezu co=ection ("R",) for the P waves is 
particularly difficult to make with confidence for these three 
earthquakes. The ray geometry for ra.d1a.tion ellllUlating from a shallow, 
vertical str1ke-sl1p fault in a spherical layered Earth is such that 
direct P waves reaching teleseiSIRic stations (.1~40o) depart from the 
source with small angles ('280 ) relative to the (vertical) dip of the 
fault plane, accordingly, these stations are close to nodes in the 
P-_ve ra.d1a.tion pattern (Ben-Menahs et !!., 1965). Rad1.atiOll. pattern 
lIodes are relatively Ullstable with respect to fault-plane geometry, 
that is, 8111&11 chaages in the fault plane orienta tiOD can lead to large 
relative changes in -Ne ,. 
For the data presented here , P-qve spectral ampl1tudesnear the 
cotnputed "odes are OI1ly rarely as weWt as upected £'roll the 
calculations. This general result COD be iIId1ca.ted by a cotnpar18on of 
the cxmputed values forDo and tee ,! (Tables 4 and 7). There 18 no 
general correlation of fie , and P-n.ve spectral 2lIIpl1tudes, despite the 
fact that fio~ varies over 2 orders of ~tude. (The expected 
variation of signal ampl1tude over the range 350 , A , SOO due to 
geometr1cal spread.1ng (Julian and AndersOll, 1968) is relatively IIDI&ll 
IIJId OM be ignored for the purpose of this compar18on.) The only 
long-period P signal that really lSee!lIS to possess nodal spectral 
IIlIIpl1tudes 18 NAT (August 31, 1968). It 1s also worth noting here that, 
while the long-period spectral aapl1tudes for this s1gual are depressed 
by a factor of 10 relative to other P sienals for the IraR event, the 
short- period spectral amplltudes are Rot. 
Nuttli awl Cud&1tis (1966) ha"e made similar obserYations. They 
poat out that the expected nodal bebarlor of long-period P-lfave 
aapl1tudes is generally cocf'1ned to the f1rst half cycle, the amplltude 
of the s ecorui half cycle remained relatively large, even near nodes. 
III that the no approximation arises fram several cycles of the long-
period signal, we would expect that moment detlll:ll1natiQllS based on body 
RVes aear peat source nodes would be too . large , i. e., OY!!IIx:orrected for 
f?", . Ac!)Ord1ngly, we have not att8lllpted a lIoment determination when 
ft., was less thaR 0.05. With this restrictlOll, the RMS errors of the 
.Cllent detera1n&tiOllS are relatively 15!I&ll, l~, 4l%IIACi 49% for the 
P ..... "e moments of the California, Turkey and Iran earthquakes, 
9.5 
respectively. 
The node in the SH radiation pattern for rays rea.ch1ng teleseismic 
distances from a shallow vertical str1ke~lip source is not so 
profound. For this source geometry, fie, (p) is proportional. to S1A2~ 
and 1(9 9 (SH) is proportiona.l to sin ~, where i h is the takeoff angle 
Ileasured from the upward vertical direction at the sourcel for these 
data the takeoff angle is within:t 300 of 1800 • For the earthquakes 
considered here, the SH waves are more reliable for Mo determinations, 
but the distance range and station azimuth for recordJng stations are 
more restricted because of the SCS arrival and S-ooupled P waves. 
respectively (see below). For other source geometries, for example 
o dip-el1p !lotion an .. fault plane dipping 4.5 , P waves would be I!ear a 
ma.x1.mum and the SH waves near a node in the radiation pattern for 
sigu.l.s received at telese1sm1c distances. This is the case for the 
San Femando, CalU<mlia, earthquake of February 9, 1971 (Wyss and 
Hanks, 1972). A reliable 1l0000st determ1aa.tion should in general 
include anal.ysis of both P and S waves. 
The correction for geometrical spreading (Julian and Anderson, 
1968) is stralsntforward and has a relatively small error associated 
with it, provided that A ~ 3.50 so that the signa]. is not sensitive to 
upper mantle structure (Relmberger and Wiggins, 1971). No attempt has 
been made to remove the crustal. transfer :fImction for an individual 
station since the local crustal. structures are generally not well 
enousn known. In the seismic moment determination, an average 
correction to the long-period ampl1tudes for the cOlllbined effect of the 
96 
free surface and c:rust was made by dividing no by 2.5. The error 
associated with this assumption is probably SIIIall. 
No attempt has been made to extract reflected (pp or sS) or 
multiple arrivals from the direct wave. The theoretical, point-source 
effect of pp, sS, is to degrade the spectral ampli tudee by a factor of 
t.l - 2Tr/T for periods long compared to 2h/ct ,II, where b is the depth of 
the point source and the choice of ct or II depends on whether the F or S 
wave is being considered. The applicability of this result for a large 
shallow earthquake (r» b/2, where h/z - aVer&8t! depth of any point 
source) that rupturee the surface, however, is not straightforward. 
The predicted effect for periods greater than 2-) secoods (F) and )-5 
seconds (S) is not apparent in the spectra presented. 
In the case of the S waves for the Turkey and particularly the 
Iran events, it was generally necessary to take a saaple of 100-120 
seconds to define f 0 and no adequately. AllIIost all S waves &l1&lyzed 
have been at epicentral distances 500 " f:l " 650 so that the SCS-S time 
is maximal (6 - ;,00, ScS-S '" 160 seconds, 6. - 600 , ScS-S '" 100 secoodsr 
6- 700 , ScS-S <: 60 seconds (Richter, 19.58». Most S _vee have been 
chosen at stat1cms {, 600 , but for the few S waYes at 6 ~ 600 , the 
necessity for longer sample lengths for the Turkey and Iran earthquakes 
will include at least part of the SOS ~e. Sim1lgrly, n (F) is oft8ll 
o 
based on a. s1gna.l that includes FcP. No effort has been made to 
extract it, unless ~e differEilces are eu.ctly right, ~ should be 
somewhat Oyerestimated, by no more than a fa.ctor of Z. This error 115 
comparable to that assoc1a.ted with the choice of no' 
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An additional restriction OIl the use of S waves at te1eseiSlllic 
distances involves the shear-coupled P wave. This complicated arrival 
(Chander et &1., 1968) can be avoided by chOOSing S waves for which 
either the ba.ck-a.ziJDuth is closely parallel to one horizontal component 
or the SV-radiation is close to a node. In this way it is possible to 
isolate the majority of SH motiOil. Almost all of the Mo(S) 
detem1llations have been est:lJDated f:rom SH-epectral amplitudes, 
corrected for the SH-wave radiation pattern. In a few cases where the 
above conditions were not fulfUled, we have taken a. vector sum of the 
two horizontal components, subtracting the expected SV motion from 
both. The error a.ssociated with the correct ident1fication of the SH 
motion is probably less than a factor of 2. 
The major error in any moment determination frora teleseismic 
body-wave spectra is a.ssociated with "fie,. The other errors are 
approximately a factor of 2 or less. V1th use of both P and S _ves, 
the likely error in a moment determination from te1ese1sa1c body-wave 
spectra, averaged. over a large enough number of nOil-ilod&l stations, 
should be no more than a factor of 3-4. AgreSlllent to this accuracy 
between Mo based on body waves and Mo based on surface Ifaves is easily 
obtainable (Wyss, 19'701 Wyss and Hanks, 1972). 
HOIIIent DeteDl1natiOil from Field Data 
The error associated with Mo(F) -,..uUA is mostly related to 
uncertainties in ii. The shear modulus)A should be reearded here as a 
"st1ffness" lleasurS of the source volume, which should not depend 
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seriously on local (and perhaps severe) variations very close to the 
fault surface. It can be determined quite accurately with shear _ve 
velocity measurements in the source region. 
The fault length and width (depth) can be estimated !'rom surfa-ce 
rupture and aftershock distribution reasonably well. The fault area 
A - Lh can probably be obtained to a factor of 2. In the case of the 
California earthquake, the area is known somewhat better. The largest 
uncertainty is connected with the ch01ce of ii. In the case of the 
Parkfield, Califomia., earthquake, the displacement at depth must have 
been larger than that obeen-ed at the surface hours after the event 
(AId, 1968, Haskell, 1969), although subsequent creep motion 
accUlliulated surface displaceaent of about half the amoWlt estimated for 
greater depth (Smith and liyse, 1968). A reasonable error that could be 
associated with the estimate of Ii !'rom surface displacements 1s a 
factor of 2-3. The error associated with ~lo(F) should be no more than 
a factor of 3-5, an error similar to that expected for }jo(p,s). 
The Corner Frequency Determination 
A consequence of a. source moving with a finite velocity is that 
the radiated energy will be focused in the direct10n of propagat10n, fo 
in the propagation direction w1ll be high compared to fo in the 
opposite direction. For a source of constant amplitude moving 
uniformly with rupture velocity "r' this azimuth dependence can be 
predicted from the directivity function of Ben-Menahem (1961). F1gure 
19 is a plot of fo(P) against station azimuth for the three earthquakes 
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Figure 19b. Turkey and Iran earthquakes. 
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considered. The str1ke azimuths of the preferred slip planes are also 
ind1cated. fo(P) seems to be most closely related to the str1ke 
az1muth (in the sense of the directivity fUnction) in the case of the 
Clllifornia earthquake, although the maxima/minima for fo(?) appear to 
be shifted 5-100 counterclockwise with respect to the str1ke u1muth. 
The smal.l number and scatter of the data, however, are only suggestive 
of rupture propagjl.tion :f'rom southeast to northwest. 
The other two earthquakes are Dot so s1mple. The Turkey 
earthquake has maxil1.!! in foCP) at both ends of a line shifted 
approximately JOo clockwise to the strike az1muth. The max1mum to the 
southeast is not so well-defined as that to the northwest. In addition, 
the three points between 1800 and 2000 are hardly ccmsiBtent for such 
a narrow az1muth range, but, as noted earlier, fo(P) for BUL is 
probably overestimated. In the case of the Iran earthquake, fo(P) 
appears to have a maximum at northern az1muths but this is based on 
only two po1nts, the la.ck of data to the south precludes an estimate of 
its relative strength. 
These data, however, are not well-su1ted for a quantitat1ve 
assessment of the effects of source f1niteness. The az1muth plots are 
somewhat misleading, basically, the signals :f'rom which the fo(P) 
deteminatians were obtained traveled 1n a direction normal to the 
plane of these figures, rather than 1n these planes. This effect m1ght 
be 1mportant 1n the case of a canplex rupture, part1cularly one that 
propagated 1n the vert1cal as well as the hor1zontal direction. 
Another factor 1s that the fo(P) data lie 1n a frequency range where 
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the gross crustal structure can be expected to introduce some error. 
For the data presented here this represents some difficulty since the 
identification of ma.x1Jna and min1ma. ill Figure 19 relies on a 
relatively few stations. 
In an earlier section, it was suggested that the co:mer frequency 
determination for any spectrum could be made with an uncertainty of a 
factor of 1.5, Figure 19, which includes effects of source finiteness 
and crustal transfer :£'Unction, suggests that this is a reasonable 
average uncertainty, 
One further point with respect to the dete:m1na.tion of fo should 
be noted, In approximating spectral data by an no -f
o 
fit, fo in 
general will be overestimated if 00 is underestimated, and converselyl 
this is merely a consequence of the geometry of the intersecting 
asymptotes (Figure 8), In the case of NAT P (August 31, 1968), the 
long-period data are pl a1nl y suppressed relative to the short-period 
data (Figure 17) J thus no is underest1ma.ted and the choice of fo is 
definitely high relative to fo for other P-wave spectra for this event 
(Table 7), For this reason f 0 (p) NAT has not been included in the x( p) 
determination for the Iran earthquake, Similar remarks are applicable 
to the S wave frOD the Iran earthquake at HKC (Eli) and the P wave from 
the Turkey earthquake at BUL, although the effect is not so dramatic, 
Two other uncertainties involve the conversion of fo to r, The 
first of these is the scaling of fo for a rectangular fault, The 
second involves the use of (45); rather than the argument of the 
directivity :£'Unction, to determine r, A discussion of these factors is 
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postponed untU all the source :parameter detenainations are sUllllllll.I"ized. 
The field estilnate for L proba.bly has only Ii. small error associated 
with it. For the Turkey and Iran earthquakes, the fault width estimate 
should not be in error by more than Ii. factor of 1.5. 
SUMMARY OF SEISMIC MOMENT AND SOURCE DIMmSION ESTIMATIS 
Genera.lly, determinations of the :parameters seismic moment and 
source dimension agree well with estimates of the same quantities 
obtained frail the field data (Tables 3, 6 and 9). For the Callfo:rnia 
earthquake, we have obtained an aVBra€e seismic mOlllent fl:om P-wave 
- 25 
spectra, Mo(P) - 10. x 10 dyne-cm, an average seismic mOlllent from 
- 25 S-W/i.ve spectra, Mo(S) - 6.6 x 10 dyne-em, and a sei6Jllic mOlllent from 
field data, Mo(F) = 3.6-4.9 x 1025 dyne-cm, depending on the choice of 
fault length. With respect to the estimated. errors, the agreement is 
considered good. The agreement is also good for the fault length 
determination. r(P) - 14 km, r(S) - 23 km, ~F) - 17 km. If the fault 
length defined. by the aftershock sequence, 45 km, is correct, r(P) is 
low by Ii. factor of 1.6. 
- 26 For the Turkey earthquake, we have obta1ned. Ho(P) - 9.1 x 10 
;.. 26 _26 
dyne-cm, Mo(S) - 8.5 x 10 dyne-cm, and Mo(F) m 7.4 x 10- dyne-cm. 
The agreement here is excellent, much better than the error estimates 
would lead us to expect. The agreement in fault length determination 
is also excellent. r(P). 39 km, r(S) - 48 km, and ~F) - 40 km. For 
- 26 the Iran earthquake, we have obta1ned. Mo(P) - 4.8 x 10 dyne-em, 
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M (S) - 8,6 x 1026 dyne-ca, and M (F) - 18 x 1026 dyne-ca, '!he 
o o . 
spectral moment determinations for this event are lower than the field 
moment by a factor of 2-4, Fault length determinations for this 
earthquake are in relatively good agreements rep) - 51 km, res) -
48 km, and ~F) = 4{) km, 
Several additional. points are worth making in light of the 
gene.rally good agreement between the several estimates for the seismic 
moment and source dimension, First, Mo(P) and Mo(S) agree with each 
other at least as well as either agrees with Mo(F) for the three 
earthquakes considered, This observation suggests that the errors 
associated with Mo(F) may be somewhat larger than the eI11)%S associated 
with Mo(P) and Ho(S), this might be the case if the error in fief is 
reduced by averaging over a large enoU8h nlllllber of stations, With 
respect to Mo(P) and HO(S) , Mo(F) for the Iran earthquake appears to be 
overest1Juated by a factor of 2-4, On the other hand, Mo(F) for the 
California earthquake appears to be underest1Juated by a factor of 2-3, 
It is felt that these errors are acceptable and that the seismic moment 
for these events can be reliably recovered fran teleseismic body-wave 
spectra, 
Secondly, P-wave spectra appear to be as reliable as S-wave 
spectra in recovering r, as well as 11
0
; provided that (45) is used to 
estillate r from fo (p), The relations of Kasehara (1957) and Berckhemer 
and Jacob (1968) bstween r and fo(P) do not give such good agreement 
with the observed fault length, The advantages of using P waves are 
several, they are unconta1m1n&ted by earlier arrivals, and they are 
10,5 
less sensitive to anela.stic attenuation. In addition, the spectral 
sh1i't of f (p) from f (S) may make the P wave preferable for the 
o 0 
analysis; depending on the recording instrWDentation. It should be 
remembered, however, that (4,5) is only a plausi ble assumption; this 
relation seems to work, within the unce:rta1ntiee of the analysis ', for 
the three earthquakes considered here and for the San Fernando 
earthquake as well (Wyss and Hanks, 1972). K1ssl1nger et ale (1971) 
have reported tha.t they have been able to recover consistent source 
dimensions for smaller earthquakes using S waves and (4) or P waves 
and (4,5). It should be noted that the asBUllption and observational 
finding (in an average sense) that fo(P)/fo(S) ~ ex/II cannot be 
understood in terms of the sh1i't of '/.ex with respect to 1<11 (Sa.vage, 
19721 see also equation (1)). In fact, Savage (1972) concluded that 
the corner frequency introduced by source finiteness was lower for P 
waves than for S waves, assuming "lT
r 
D 0.911 and an average azimuth. 
A general feature of the spectral results is that the P-wa.ve 
spectra are somewhat more complicated than the S-wave spectra, 
particularly for the two larger earthquakes. More energy appears at 
frequencies greater than fo(P) than is expected for f-Z decay for 
f .. fol the corresponding Sooowave spectra do not indicate this feature. 
Thirdly, the anticipa.ted systematic error in the source dimension 
determination ar1sing from rectangular source geometry is not apparent 
in the comparison of the source dimension dete:z:minations. The 
disagreement should have been more obvious for the Turkey and Iran 
earthquakes (b" liz) than for the California earthquake (b ~ 2/). We 
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might conclude that h is somewhat greater, perhaps 25-)0 km, for the 
former events. This, however, would imply that Mo(F) for these two 
events would have been uaderestimated by approximately 50%, in the case 
of the Iran earthquake, ~lo(F) is already high by a factor of 2-4. In 
any case, the anticipated error is not serious. The geometry of 
faulting of these events did not provide a crucial test for the 
rectangular scaling. 
Even though the average fault dimension estimates, determined from 
many stations, agree well with field observations, it is also true that 
several individual estimates are high anomaloUl5. Figure 19 underscores 
this difficultYI fo(P) responds to the source-station geometry just as 
-'1 depends on the radiation pattern. In either case, single-station 
data can be misleading, particularly in the case for BlDaller 
earthquakes for which the radiation pattern is generally not knowa . 
Finally, similar analyses of earthquakes using lI1t'SSN body-wave 
data w11l be useful for only a l1mi ted range of magnitudes, since the 
foregoing analysis and interpretation are dependent on rsliable 
spectral data over a relatively wide frequency range. With respect to 
the long-period instrument operating at a g&1n of 1500, P waves for the 
California earthquake were barely resolvable, while S waves for the 
Turkey and Iran earthquakes were often off-ecale. As such, it w11l not 
be generally possible to obtain reliable long-period amplitudes for 
both the P and S waves for events much emaller than the California 
earthquake or much larger than the Turkey and Iran earthquakes. An 
additional complication is that f can be expected to increase with 
o 
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decreas1Jlg magnitude. ~us, for earthquakes smaller than the 
Calif01'l11a earthquake, fo(P) can be expected to move into the gap in 
the COIlbined short- and long-perIod liWSSN response whUe fo(S) for 
events lIuch larger than the Turkey or Iran earthquakes wlll be too far 
removed from the loag-per1od peak response to be defined adequately. 
For shallow earthquakes these two phenOllell& effectively lim1t 
similar analyses using telesela1c WWSSlf body-wave data to events for 
which 6.0!. 1'1 !. 7.5. Taking advantage of the spectral shift offers 
addltiOilal. leeway, that 1a, P waves are preferable in both respects 
for the larger earthquakes whUe S waves are s1m1Jarly preferable for 
events near the lower mq;n1tude lim1t. The preference for P or S 
waves, however, is also oantrolled by the fault-plane geometry. 
This magnItude restrictIon appUes only to the use of body waves 
frOID shallow earthquakes at WWSSlf stations. Surface-wave spectra have 
been used with lIIuch success for source parameter determination of 
larger shallow eVlIIlts, and WWSSN body-wave spectra at small ep1central 
distances should be useful for the smaller and deeper events, at the 
expellse of a restr1cted 8&IIIpl1.Jlg ot the focal sphere. In general, 
however, there is a olear need. for h1gber ga1JI., broader band se1i!Sll1c 
systems for similar analyses of M i 6 events. 
SAN FERNANDO, CALIFORNIA, EARlHQUAKE 
The San Fe1'I1ando, Calif01'l11a, eart.hquake occurred on 
February 9, 1971, presumably as the result of continuing uplift of 
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the San Gabriel Mountains with respect to t he Los Angeles Baain. 
Observed surface displacements consisted of approximately equal 
8IIlounts ot vertical uplift (Ilorth side or San Gabrisl block up), 
Dorth-south caapression, and lett-lateral oftset along a zone of 
surface breakage trending approximately east-west (Figure 20). 
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FIGt 'Rt: '2.0. Distribution of aftershocks of the San F e rnando 
earthquake , in the time inten'al 2300 (G:MT) Ff'bruary 
]0-1700 February 11, 1971. The larger open squar e is t he 
main-shock epicenter; the th ree smaller squa res a rc 
epicenters for three events l\h > 4.5. Solid triangles locate 
the portable seismogr aph stations. Numbered solid circles 
aTe aftershock locations with the depth (km) as indicated. 
Open circles with an inte r ior line are shallow aftershocks 
(h < 5 km). R oman numf'ra is denote groupings of after-
shocks : I = epicentrai group, Il = Chatsworth segment, 
III = eastern group. Fault traces after the section by 
Kamb and othcr~ in this report. 
(Hanks at !!d., 1971) 
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The observed surface displa.cements and focal mechanism for this 
earthquake were consistent with the tectonic setting of the Transverse 
ranges in southe= California (Kamb et al" 19711 U,S, Geologlcal 
Survey Staff, 1971), 
As a first approximation, the observed displacements represent 
displacement on a single fault plane (the main thrust plane) that dips 
approximately 450 to the north beneath the San Gabriel Mountains fro. 
its surface expression, In deta.:1l the situation is not this simplel 
both aftershock locations (Hanks et al" 19711 see Figure 20) and 
aftershock fault plane solutions (Whitcomb, 1971) indicate that this 
plane is truncated on the northwest by a nearly vertical plane along 
which predominantly left-lateral strike-slip motion occurred, Also, a 
th1xd region (southeast of the main shock epicenter) of shallow 
aftershock depths and more random distribution of fault plane solutions 
cannot be easily related to the main thrust plane, It is not known 
whether the tectonic acco/Dlllodation occurring in these secondary regions 
was initiated at the time of the main shock or rather reflects a 
subsequent readjustment to the main shock, 
The estima.tes of seismic moment and source dimension obtained fro. 
field and spectral estimates are summarized below, I do not claim 
primary responsibility for this workl a. complete description of the 
data and analysis is glven by Wyss and Hanks (1972), A brief treatment 
of the results of \lyss and Hanks (1972) serves two purposes herel (1) 
it extends the results obtained earlier in this chapter to an 
earthquake having a pred.oo1nen tly thrust-faulting mechaniSDI and (2) it 
llO 
provides the basis for a more detailed analysis of the faulting 
mechanism of this earthquake presented in Chapter V, 
The area of the main thrust plane. as defined by aftershock 
epicenters (Hanks et al" 19711 lIesson et ~" 1971) and co=ected for 
the dip of the fault plane, is taken to be 440 km2 , It is roughly 
circular with a radius of 12 kIl, The average displaceJDent on the 
fault eurface is more difficult to estuate, Vectorially combined 
surface displacements occasionally exceeded 2 meters, but an average 
surface displacement of 1-2 meters would be lIore representative of all 
observed surface displacements (Kamb et al" 1971: U,S, Geological 
--
Survey Staff, 1971), It is reasGl1&ble to assume that displacements in 
the hypocentral regions were small and gradually increased along the 
fault surface in the direction of the observed ground breakage, This 
would suggest an average displacement on the fault surface of 
approximately 1 lIeter, Such aD 1Aterpretstion, however, is inconsistent 
with a predominant displacellent jump accompanying an. a=ival infe=ed to 
be the shear wave generated by the initial rupture ill the hypoCel!.tral 
area (Chapter V), Th1e reopens the question of dieplacements in the 
hypocentral region, and available eleYatlon data at the Earth ' s surface 
place only weak constraints on the displacement in the hypo central 
areal displacements of 3,8 meters in the hypo central region can be 
tolerated by these data (R, II, Alewine, parsonal communication). 
Two estimates of Mo(F) are given in Table 10, The first is 
obtained from the assumption of an average displacement of 1 meter on a 
circular fault surface with r • 12 km, The second 1s obtained from a 
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static dislocation model (R. II. Alewine, personal communication) . This 
value was obta.1ned by summing individual contributions on the fault 
surface, it corresponds to an average displacement of 2.1 meters on a 
fault surface with area 270 km2 • 
Three estimates for the se1s&1c moment obta.1ned from spectral 
measurements are given in Table 10, Mo(R,L) has been obta.1ned from 
surface wave analysis performed by K. Aki (persana.l communication). 
The three spectral estimates for Mo ~ee with each other within a 
26 factor of two, their average, 0.70 x 10 dyne-cm, is a factor of 2-:3 
lower than the values estimated frCIII the field data and static 
dislocation .odels. In terms of previously discussed. errors, this is 
satisfactory agreement, but in view of the relatively detailed results 
for this earthquake, it would not be overly optimistic to expect 
better ~eement. 
The spectral estimates of the source dimension ~ee well with the 
assumption of a circular fault area with radius 12 km, but these 
est1Jla.tes a.11 involve a larger area than used in the static dislocation 
models. A possible explanation for both the spectral IIlCllent and source 
dimension determinations is that the far-field radiation sensed a 
slightly larger area than was necessary to explain observed elevation 
differences. Displacements on the periphery of this area and away froll 
the hypocenter were SIla.li coapared to displ&eements more centrally 
located on the fault surface, thus reducing the average displacement on 
the entire fault surface. If these peripheral displacements were such 
to make the average displacement on the fault surface approximately 
113 
1 meter, better agreement can be obtained with the spectral est1mat&e 
of seismic moment. 
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Chapter IV 
STRESS DROP, EFFEX:TIVE STRESS, RADIATED ENERCY, 
AND HIGH F~UENCY SPEX:TRAL AMPLITUDES 
INTRODUCTION 
In the first part of this chapter, estimates of the stress drop 
and radiated energy are presented for the four earthquakes considered 
in the previous chapter, In the case of the SaIl Fernando earthquake. 
there is soae evidence that the effective stress was greater than the 
stress drop. The probless associated with reliable determinations of 
high frequency spectral amplitudes at teleseie.ic distances for 
earthquakes of this size (or smaller) are then sUlUl&rized. These 
observatio~al uncertainties are compounded by theoretical uncertainties 
related to the generation of high frequency radiAtion, Tvo such 
problems are considered from a conceptual po~t of view, The first of 
these involves the evaluation of the source finiteness function when 
displacement on the fault surface ie not taken as a constant, The 
second of these involves an alternate phYSical interpretation of 
incomplete stress drop as modeled by Brune (1970), 
115 
STRESS DROPS 
Stress drops for the three strike-sl1p =thquakes have been 
computed on the basis of 
(co=ected from Brune 
(1970) by Brune (1971» 
(51) 
and 
(Knopoff, 19.58) 
where h is the width (depth) of the fault plane. For the San Fernando 
=thquake, liyss and Hanks (1972) est1JR&ted the stress drop from the 
field data with 
(Ke1l1s-£orok, 1959) (52b) 
The results are given in Table 11, together with the average seismic 
lIIoment and source dimension determinations far each of the four 
=thquakes. 
IIi thin the accuracy of the stress drop determ1n&tions, these 
=thquakes have stress drops of the order of 10 bars. The stress 
drop of an =thquake must represent a minimum estimate of the tectonic 
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stress operative to cause the event (in the absence of "overshoot"), as 
well as a minimum estimate of the material strength in the vicinity of 
the source. It follows that if the material strength across the 
rupture surface was much greater than 10 bars, these earthquakes did 
little to relieve the tectonic stress that caused them. The 
uncertainty here is to what extent the stress drop detEmllinations, 
averaged over the mole fault surface, represent local conditions of 
failure. 
In the case of the San Feznando earthquake, the stress drop 
estimated from the teleseismic shear-wave spectra is 21 bars (Wyss and 
Hanks, 1972), approximately five tlJles less than the estimate of 100 
bars given for the effective stress by TrifUnac (1972a). The fractional 
stress drop E (2) is then approximately 0.2. 
Figure 21 is an inferred composite S-nve spectrum at Pasadena for 
the San Fernando earthquake. The long-period level no(S) is based on 
the teleseismic observatioos reduced to 45 kml it has been obtained 
from (22) using the average value of Mo(S). The high frequency 
terminus of no(s) is the average determination of fo(S), 0.1 Hz. The 
actual determination of .Go(S) at Pasadena, even if the appropriate 
instrumentation had been an scale, would have necessitated the removal 
of the near-field terms. The solid line in Figure 21 represents 
spectral data obt&1ned from the very low gain (4x) Wood-Anderson (NS) 
seismogram operating 1n Pasadena. 
The sloping dashed lines 1n Figure 21 represent, asymptotically, 
the cases E - 1 and l m 0.2. The short-period data are intermediate 
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ld.th respect to these two cases. The high frequency data may also be 
represented by a line passing through fo(S) and having a slope of 
.pprox1mately -1.6. S1m1l arly, the teleseismic S-wa.ve spectra for this 
event (liyss and Hanks, 1972) indicate that spectra.l amplitudes do not 
decay so fast as f-2 in the frequency range 0.1 ~ f ~ 0.5 Hz. An 
average fOl.lloff for teleseismic S-wa.ve spectra.l amplitudes in this 
frequency range is f-l •5• Both the telese1.smic observations as well 
as Figure 21 are consistent with the interpretation that the effective 
stress was severOl.l thes greater than the stress drop. 
l!STIMATC3 OF RADIATED EliERGY 
The folloldng rel.a.tion is used in the determination of the 
nd1a.ted energy for the three strike-sllp earthquakes 
C ( p. s): I t~. 5) {' to(. ~) R \n? n~ ~ P. 5) 
f( eq> t P, 5) 
(53) 
This result follows from the appllcation of (27) to either of the 
idealized P- or S-wa.ve spectra presented in Figure 8. As for (28). 
(53) is based on the integration of the spectral asymptotes ld.th a 
factor of two divided out. ~uation (53) is for an arbitrary power 
( _'t) falloff f of the spectra.l amplitudes for f ) f
o
' t must be greater 
than 1.5 for the energy integral (27) to converge. 
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The choice of P or S and ct or II depends on whether E is to be 
s 
determ111ed from the P or S phase. r(F,s) is the spa.tUJ. 111tegration of 
the P-, S-wave radiation pa.ttern about the source. Because the 
earthquakes considered are essentially surface sources, it is assumed 
that half of the energy of the observed sigllal is energy reflected from 
the free surface at the source I this is accounted for by dividing 
r(F,S) by 2. rep) - 4 /15, and res) - 24 /15 (wu, 1966). The value 
chosen for res) will 111clude both SV and SH motion 111 the radiated 
energy estimate, although generally ~(S) is determ111ed from only one 
horizontal component. This est1mate is associated with only a m111ar 
error. It is presumed that no and fo are corrected far all propag;a.tion 
effects other than geometrical spread111g and the radiation pa.ttern. 
Then the quantity l ~::)2. 111 (53) can be replaced by ( "\-~~ ~3 )2-
The ratio of E (P)/E (S) can be constructed from (53), assllllling 
s s 
that t is the same for both the P- and S-w.ove spectra 
(54) 
(i, e., equations (9), 
(42), and (44» and far fo(P)/fo(S) = ct/Il (i.e., equations (43) and 
(45», (54) reduces to 
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i 01._,[3 
1S ' (3- (55) 
with the use of the values of rep) and res) given a.bove. In this 
circumstance Es(P) is lees than Es(S) by a factor of a.pprox1ma.tely 20, 
and it is no large error to neglect Es(P). 
For the three st1ke~l1p earthquakes, Es(S) has been evaluated 
using the n (s) - f (S) data obtained at individual stations. These 
00 . 
resul ts are given in Tables 2, 5. and 8, In these ca.lcul.a. tiona '( has 
been given a Talue of 1.7, that obtained far the cosposite S-WlLve 
spectrum for the Borrego Hountain earthquake at Pa.sadena. (Figure 22). 
This value of i increases the energy by a factor of about 2,2 over that 
obtained when t - 2,0. Average determ1natiOl1S far these three 
earthquakes are given in Table li, 
For the San Femando earthquake, (2&) is used to est1Jlate the 
radiated energy, From Figure 21 and (2&), a m1nimUll value for E is 
s 
1.5 x 1021 ergs (the E - 1 ca.se), Far the E - 0.2 ca.se, E is 
s 
10, x 1021 ergs. The Gutenberg-R1chter energy estimate is obtained 
from the revised version of (36) 
log EGR - 9,9 + 1,9 I't - 0,024,\2 • (56) 
For the San Fernando earthquake, l't - 6.4 (the value of I't - 6.6 given 
originally by Allen et al, (1971) has been corrected to ~t - 6.4 by 
Allen et al, (1972): then EGa - 1 x 1021 ergs, which agrees I(ell with 
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the spectral est1ma.te of Es when £. - 1. Tr1:funac (1972a) estilnated E 
s 
from the horizontal components of the strong~ot1on record at Paco1ma. 
Dam to be 1.7 x 1022 ergs. This agrees well for the spectral estimate 
of E when £. - 0.2. Since the E - 1 fit underest1ma.tes the short-
s 
period spectral amplitudes by approx1ma.tely a factor of 2, this 
estimate for Es is probably low. The result obtained. from the Pacoima 
Dam accelerograms and the result obtained. at Pasadena for the E. • 0.2 
case suggest that the energy rad1a.ted by the San Fernando earthquake 
was approx1ma.tely 1022 ergs. 
Table 11 underscores the hazards of using energy-raagni tude 
relationships to estimate the radiated energy. The spectral est1ma.te 
of radiated energy for the San Fen1ando earthquake is a factor of 
10-100 greater than that for the Bo=ego Mountain earthquake, despite 
the fact that both are assigned local magnitudes of 6.4. In addition, 
the spectral. est1Jnates of radia.ted energy are an order of JIIa8I1i tude 
smaller than the Gutenberg-Richter estimates for the three strike-slip 
earthquakes, although it should be remembered that these spectral 
estilnates of the. radiated energy are very nearly miniJnum est1Jnates. 
DISCUSSIOO OF SOURCE PARAMETER DETERMINATIONS 
OBTAINED FR~ OBSERVED DISl'LACEME:iT SPECTRA 
In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated that the source 
parameters seismic moment and aource dimension could be obtained 
fairly reliably from body-wave spectra obtained at teleseismic 
distances for illtermediate lII8.gDitude earthquakes. There is, ill 
addition, some illdicatioD of source propagation effects, ill the sense 
of the d1rectivity functioB. Earl1er ill this chapter, it was noted 
that several lilles of evidence support the illterpretation that the 
effective stress was greater than the stress drop for the San Fernando 
earthquake, i. e., £: < 1. The moat co.pelling evidence for this 
interpretation, however, was obtained from close-in observations. 
In terms of the spectral parameters for the earthquakes 
considered, the data that can be obtained from the I/lISSN are not 
particularly well-suited for the reliable determination of high 
frequency (f > fo) spectral amplitudes. The difficulties involve the 
poor resolution of this system in the period range of 3-5 seconds, 
uncertainties in the crustal transfer function for most stations, and 
the severe effect of anelastic attenuation on the teleseismic 
transmission of frequenCies greater than ~ 1 Hz. It may be reasonably 
anticipated that more detailed analysis, particularly with respect to 
the crustal transfer function, will provide more reliable high 
frequency spectral ampl1tudes. On the other hand, the effects of 
anelastic attenuation are only poorly understood, this difficulty 
effectively limits the determination of spectral amplitudes at 
teleseismic distances to frequencies less than ~ 1 Hz. 
A more promising approach appears to be the use of close-in, low 
JIa.8I1i:f'ication instruments. Very l1ttle data of this sort exist, but 
important results have been obtained from them (Alei, 1968; Trifunac and 
Brune, 1970, Trifunac, 1972a,b). In the case of the San Fernando 
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earthquake, the Pacoima Dam accelerograms, as well as the low 
magnification Wood-Anderson seismogram, provided critical data for the 
determination of high frequency spectral amplitudes and thus for the 
estimates of the effective stress and radiated energy mentioned above. 
As a summary statement at this point, it is fair to say that the 
source parameters seismic moment and characteristic source dimension 
may be reliably obtained from the gross spectral properties of the 
far-field shear displacement radiation. It is observationally true 
that these source parameters can also be obtained from the P-wave 
spectra, but the observational result that fo(P)/fo(S) '" 1.7 (for 
IX - .f3 Il) cannot be reconclled with the P-llave corner frequency 
determined by X .. within the dislocation fomulation (assuming that 
'lT
r 
~ Il). This 0 bserva. tional result has also been reported by 
Kisslinger et!!. (1971) and a s1mlle.r result (fo(P)/fo(S) - 1.8) is 
obtained on the average for 164 aftershocks of the San Fernando 
earthquake (Brian Tucker, pereonal communication). At lea.st in the 
case of compressionalrsdiation, the tentative conclusion appears to 
be that the source finiteness £'unction within the dislocation 
fomulation does not correotly predict spectral amplitudes at 
frequencies comparable to and somewhat greater than f (p). For the 
. 0 
observational results presented in the previous chapter, there was no 
necessity to include the effects of source finiteness to determine r. 
For the earthquakes considered, the spectral data obtained at 
teleseismic distancss were marginal with respect to a critical 
examination of the effects of source finiteness and the mechanism 
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for generating high frequency radiation. In the following sections, 
two problems concerning the generation of high frequency radiation are 
investigated from a conceptual point of view. 
mE VARIABLE AMPLITUDE DISPLACEmlfT DISCONTINUITY 
Earlier in this thesis, it was pointed out that the s~"'f.. result 
for the directivity or source finiteness function was obtained only 
with stringent limitations on the propagation of the displacement 
discontinuity on the fault surface, namely that the displacement 
discontinuity propagated with uniform velocity and uniform amplitude 
in one direction. In this section it will be shown that the s~ 7\ 
result is altered significantly by merely assuming easily ima.g1nable 
variations in displacement along the fault surface, although to assume 
a variable amplitude displacement discont1Jlulty propagating with 
uniform velOCity in one diaensian is still likely to oversimplify 
fault motion. 
The determination of the spectral properties of the radiated field 
of a smoothly propagating (in one dimension), variable amplitude 
displacement discontinuity may be discussed in texms of (10). The 
problem reduces to an evaluation of the integral (in the case of the 
S wave) 
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for 8ZI.Y choice of 1'('3) and a comparison of the result to that for the 
constant amplitude case, sX; (12). 
Whlle the use of several simple forms for f{S) and subsequent 
analytic evaluation of the integral would suffice to illustrate the 
effects of va.rlable f(~), the observed displacement data. on actual 
fault surfaces suggest that the general. approach should be to replace 
the integral by e. BUll! (or e. sum of integrals). The first method is 
chosen here I let 
i r~l () - i Q~~Pd T ) T ~ e 11'.. ~ 
o 
N . t i ~ - tW'I\l\ 
~ _ /.... a ... e 
N '''0 
n may be COASidered as dimeDSionless distanoe lUang t..lla fault surface, 
the total distuce N being aade up of N 1nd1vidual al __ ts. The term 
~ represents the I.IlIIpl1tude of the displacement discontinuity at the 
N 
11th e1eaent. .!. E a.... must equal one in the same senae that f(~) - 1. 
M '1\'0 
SubsequElilltly, the BHS of (.57) will be referred to as the discrete 
directivity sum, DDS. 
Figure 23 (a,b,and. c) is the evaluation of DDS for six 
. displacEllent models (i.e., six distributions of lin)' The displacement 
models are draw 1n the top of each figurel the ord.inate is relative 
displaClllllent 1n arbitrary units, and. the abscissa is nat or 
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al ternatively, distance along the faUl. t surface. For all of these 
models, fit .. 0.01 sec and N - 100; that is, ~ '" 1. The evaluation 
'1J'r 
of DllS for the c=esponding displacement models is draw below. Here 
each ordinate unit is one logarithmic unit, each curve passing througn 
1 in the low frequency llm1t, the abscissa is logarithmic frequency 
(Hz). The bottom curve (labeled 0) is the standard, ~i'TI )(, , resulting 
A(' 
from the constant ampl1tude displacement discontinuity. For events 
0-5, the dashed line has slope of -1, the high frequency asymptote of 
si"ll 'X? A "corner frequency" to is defined by the intersection of the 
-X~ 
dashed line with the low frequency asymptote of value 1 and elope zero. 
The features of special interest m Figure 23 are the variation of jo 
and the posi tianing of the high frequency minima as a ftmction of the 
assumed displacement model. 
Events 1 and 2 (Figure 2Ja.) may be considered as two (equal) 
element fault models and events 3 and 4 (Figure 23b) may be considered 
as four (equal) element fault models. In Figure 2Ja., the most dramatic 
difference from the 0 curve is m the f1xst minimum. For event 2 it is 
essent1a.lly absent, and for event 1 it would likely go lJIUl.oticed. 
Event 2 behaves, with respect to the amplitude of the f1xst minimum of 
DllS, as if the left-hand half of the fault did not exist. Note that 
for event 2, all of the odd-numbered mmima (1,3,5 • • • ) of event 0 are 
essentially filled. The shift in J'o is less dramaticI if the left-hand 
half of model 2 was set to zero ampl1tude, !-(2) would be twice Jo(O). 
This is not the ease for the situation in Figure 2Jal Jo(2) ~ 1.3 fo(O). 
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A sim1lar situation occurs in Figure 23b. For these four element 
models, only every fourth minimum is a true zero. For event 4, with 
relative displacement of 411, the difficulty of practically identifying 
the other minima again arises. For this model Jo ( 4) '" 2.2 !o ( 0 ) • 
Event 5 (Figure 23c) is another four element fault model. Again only 
every fourth minimum is a true zero, although the shift in corner 
frequency is not so great; ;.(5) ~ 1.4 to(O). 
The results so far indicate that it is a relatively simple matter 
to fill in the pradicted minima of sin l<. The relative poSitioning of 
/( 
the true zeroes is depea.dent on the variation of displac8llent over the 
fault surface. A shift of Jo by a factor of 1.5-2.0 is also easily 
accomplished resulting in an increase of radiated energy of a factor 
of 3-8. 
Model 6 indicates more dramatic 8lIIplltude variation. The 
displacement model is based on the twenty values of strike-elip 
displacement along the Coyote Creek Fault that Allen et al. (1968) 
give for the Borrego Mountain, California, earthquake. Here the f-l 
asymptote is not reached until much higher frequency, if in fact it is 
established in the frequency interval presented. The asymptote a has 
slope -1 and results in J'.(6a.) 'Y 3,4 /0(0). The asymptote b has slope 
-0.8 and results in J'0(6b) 'Y 1.8 io(O). In either case significantly 
larger amounts of energy are radiated. For event 6 , every third 
lII1naum is pronounced, although slightly shit'ted with respect to the 
o curve. This is roughly consistent with the observation that the 
dominating amplitudes are confined to about 1/3 of the "fault." 
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Event 6 is a particularly dramatic illustration of deviation from 
the $\'" ')( result. What is not certain, however, is whether the 
X 
observed surface d1splacements accompanying the Borrego HO\mtain 
earthquake are representative of displacements on the fault surface at 
depth. There is, at present, no way to ensure that this is the case, 
and it may be argued that near-surface cond1tions accentuate average 
variations of displacement along the fault surface. On the other hand, 
it is d1fficult to argue that relative displacement variations of 
perhaps several factors of two do not exist along fault surfaces of 
moderate to large earthquakes. These are sufficient to alter the 
fini teness factor from the ~\'" 1( case. 
11 
Horeover, variations in rupture velocity, or more generally 
nonuniform At increments, provide for a similar result. That is, one 
can minimize destructive interference by randomizing the Jila.se of the 
individual elements, as well as their ampl1 tudes. In either case the 
result is the same: 60 is driven to higher frequencies and more energy 
is radiated. 
In fact, the conventional dislocation model can radiste 
arbitrarily large amounts of energy for earthquakes with a given 
seismic moment Mo and final source dimension (r). The mechanism by 
which it may do so is the very large etress drops that arise from large 
variations of displacement over sufficiently small dimensions. The 
amount of energy radisted may, however, be constrained by placing an 
upper bound on local stress concentrations. This discussion is 
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developed ln more detail below. 
AN ALTERNATE VU'oI OF mE EFF~TIVE STRESS 
The posslb1lity of a reverse stress acting on the fault surface 
was consldered by Brune (1970) to account for the accumulating eYldaace 
that the stress drop and minimum estimate of the radiated EIlerg}' can be 
extrl!lllely 8IIall for saall magnitude earthquakes. The basic idea is 
that the shear stress operative to accelerate any particle on the fault 
surface (0'1 - O'f) could be considersbly larger than the stresa drop 
(0'1 - 0'2)' due to premature arrest of sUp. Bnme (1970) modeled thls 
by the applicatlon of a reverae stress (0'2 - af ), although the 
mechanlsm by whlch this reverse stress ls generated was Dot specifled. 
As such, the ldea of applying a rsverse stress 18 perhaps the leaat 
physically taaable aspect of Bnme's (1970) model, but it is closely 
related, in terms of its predicted effect 011 spectral. parameters, to a 
propagating displacement discontinuity that "rises" and "locks" on a 
d1maaslon smaller than the final source dimenslon. 
In Figure 248. the asymptotlc features of the far-field shear 
displaceaent spectra for two fault lIIodels have been constructed fl:'OIII 
the dislocatiOil f01'lllulation. Both fault lIlodels are 8B8U11ed to have the 
l58IIe source area and same fault length L, but are assif!lled differeat 
values of seismic mOllent. The spectra of Figure 248. have beeD 
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constructed from (17) 
u~lR,w): (17) 
with 1p s ~(JT and 7I'~ - .35 ~L • '!be value of X~ is obtained by 
assuming an infinite rupture velocity and the ENS value of cos 9. (0.7) . 
For model 1 of Figure 2%, the rise time T is assumed to be 
L 
approxiJna.tely 0.7 j3' With this assumption, 71 and Af1 are approximately 
equal in an average sense; this model has only one corner frequency 
(denoted as f 0 in Figure 2%). 
For model 2 of Figure 2%, it is assumed that T ':: 0,7 k' where 
.R« L. The interpretation here is that the source displacement rises 
and locks on a dimension Y. small compared to the final source dimension 
L, as the rupture propagates along the fault surface. For this 
circumstance, the two corner frequencies are separated, the "rise time" 
corner frequency being shifted by a factor of f from the "finiteness" 
corner frequency, This model is assigned a seismic moment E times that 
of model 1; thus.Qo(2) - E (20(1) and U2 - E~, where U is the average 
slip on the fault surface, since both models are assumed to have the 
same source area. 
Figure 24b plots the asymptotic features of Brune's (1970) source 
spectra. Hodel 1 is the case of complete stress drop, £ - 1, Modell 
of Figure 24b is assumed to have the same seismic moment, fault area, 
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and corner frequency fO of Modell, Figure 24a. Model 2 is for the 
case of E < 11 it has been given the 88IIe fault area of Modell and a 
seismic moment such that .00 (2) - EDo(l) is alBo true for Figure 24b, 
Figure 24 suggests that the idea of incomplete stress drop as 
modeled by Brune (1970) has the same effect on the source spectra as 
does the idea of a small rise time rlthin the dislocation formulation, 
To make this analog, it has been assumed that the "finiteness" corner 
frequency given by either model is the same. As discussed in 
Chapter I, this is not the case, but it is a reasonable first 
approximation for approximately circular faults that develop 
sufficiently rapidly. To complete the analogy, tJle parameter €. is 
identified with t. It remains to supply this quantity with a physical 
interpretation rltJl1n tJle dislocation formulation. The physical 
interpretation presented below is guided by the observation that, in 
Brune's (1970) model, E is the ratio of two stress differences. 
For JIIodel 2 of Figure 249., two different suess drops may be 
1magjned. The first of tJlese is the usual concept of the stress drop 
b,(f , 
where ;1 is a proportionality constant. It is essentially a static 
quantity, measurable in principle in the absence of seismic rad1.a tion 
at any time after tJle occurrence of tJle event. A stress drop may alBo 
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be defined on the basis of 
lihere -ha is a proportionality constant. The idea behind (59) is that 
the displacement on the fault surface rises from zero to u2 over a 
distance R; it defines a stress difference o.r5, associated with the 
rupture front, or the emplacement of rupture. I:f it is further assumed 
that .hi ?t -k~, then 
(60) 
which reduces to (2) if {j(Jr is interpreted as (feff' 
It must be emphasized that equation (59) need be little more than 
dimensionally correct. It is not clear that a result such as (58) may 
be applied to individual elements when they are sufficiently close 
together and in this case connected. In addition, the assumption that 
displacement occurs and locks on a time scale (dimension) small 
compared to the total time for faulting to develop (f1n~ fault length) 
and thereafter is unaffected by subsequent motion elselihere on the 
fault surface is physically unrealistic. It should be noted, however, 
that the dislocation fozmulation also contains this difficulty 
whenever T <.( ~ • 
1)9 
On the other hand, the idea of a stress difference associated with 
the emplacement of rupture has several 1nterest1ng possib1lities. In 
the ideal situation sketched 1n Figure 24, it yields the SSIIle effect 
on the far-field shear displacement spectrum as does the 1ncomplete 
stress drop; thus it is an alternate F'lYsical 1nterpretation of the 
situation that Brune (1970) modeled 1n terms of an application of a 
reverse stress over the entire faul.t surface. It is a mechanism for 
genera.ti.ng local stress differences of whatever magnitude is necessary 
to mainta1n cont1nuing rupture, even when the earthquake reeults 1n a 
very low f1nal strese drop. The idea. of a cont1nually di.R1nish1ng flrrr 
as the fault grows provides a plausible mechanism by which faulting may 
cease. This may be 1mag:1ned a.e happening not because ii changee 
significantly but because ~ increases as the ruptured area. increases. 
Th1s possibllity suggests that l::../S". would be the largeet at the point 
of 1ni t1al rupture I its magnitude is ccnstrained only by the local 
brea.k1ng strength of rock. 
Given the numerous stress quantities of c=ent seismological 
1nterest, there is some obllgaticn to just1£y the 1ntroduction of yet 
another. The idea. of a strees drop assoda.ted with the emplacemant of 
rupture as presented above is basically conceptual; it is unlikely to 
be represented 80 s1.mply by (59), even if the assumed fault moticn 1s 
approxiJlately co=ect and the basic idea. is approximately co=ect. A 
second l1.mitation is that its effect on the far-field shear 
displacement spectra. is basically the same as that of 1ncomplete stress 
drop as modeled by Brune (1970). These admitted shortcomingp suggest 
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an investigation of close-in data of a moderate-to-large earthquake 
that warrants, 1f not demands, an explanation in terms of local 
CCIlctitions of failure. This 18 the subject of the next chapter. 
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Chapter V 
THE FAULTING MEX:HANISM OF '!HE SAN FERNANOO EARTHQUAKE 
AND IDFNTIFICATION OF mE INITIAL RUPTURE RADIATIW 
INTRODUCTION 
Earlier in this thesis various aspects of the San Fernando, 
California, earthquake (February 9, 19711 f\ - 6.4) were discussed in 
connection with a brief summary of its seismic source parameters. A 
wide body. of geological, geophysical, BAd seismological results 
relevant to this earthquake were available at an early date (Grantz, 
1971). These results are being brought into considerably sharper focus 
(for example. Oakeshott, 1972) by investigations being carried out at 
ll&IIy institutions. In this chapter, the mechanism of faulting for the 
San Fernando earthquake is considered with the object of identifying 
the emplaceaent of rupture as a discrete event. 
Figure 25 is a map view of the area a.ffected by the San Fernando 
earthquake. The dotted line ell.oloses the a.fterahook area, and the 
h .. vy symbols denote the epicellters of aftershocks with magnitude (ML) 
4.0 or greater (Allen et al., 1972). The Sylmar Fault segJlumt (S) and 
Tujunga Fault segaent (T) are indicated by the heavy broken lines. The 
line AA' is the surfaoe trace of a schematic vertical cross section 
presented in Figure 26. 
The simplified mechanism of faulting for the San Fernando 
earthquake that will be considered in this chapter is the following. 
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Rupture was 1nitiated at depth beneath the San Gabriel MoURta1Jls 1n 
the hypocentral area. Allllll et &1. (19'72) place this at )40 24.7' N, 
li8° 24,0' W, at a depth (h) of 8.4 km. '!bere is sOlie \lII.certa1n.ty 111 
the depth determ1nation 1 a depth of h - 12 km wUl also be considered, 
'!bese two possible locations of the emplacu.t of rupture are 
indicated by the stars at h • 8,4 kII aDd h - 12 koo in F1gure 26, The 
rupture then propap,ted along the schematically illustrated fault 
plaDe( s), upwards aDd to the south, UR tU it ruptured the Earth's 
surface 1n the San Fernando-Sylmar area. The aftershock distribution 
(HIIDks et !!" 1971; Wesson et al., 19711 Allen et &1., 1972) suggest 
that rupture also proceeded 1n a northerly, downdip direction, 
al though this may not have occurred immediately. These aftershock 
distributions are also grossly consistent with either of the fault 
surfaces sketched in Figure 26, 
'!be emplacement of rupture is presum.ed to have generated elastic 
radiat10n 1dent1fiable as a compress1onal phase Pl and a shear phase 
31 , The ident1fication of these phases on the Paco1.u. DaIa 
accelerogralls will be discussed below, but it may be suspected that 
such Il.Il identification wUl imply a 10cal1zed source in the 
hypocsntr&1 area with a not inconsiderable offset. If this is the 
case, the ruptured area lIust have grown two dimensionally to gellerate 
the observed surface breakage, 
'!be developnent of surface faul t1ng is presumably accompan1ed. by 
the generation of elastic radiation, the breakout phases. Savage 
(1965) reported that the breakout phase is "a part1cularly energetic 
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event" 1:n model studies. He also reviewed several studiea of 
earthquakes for which the ident1fication of the (compressional) 
breakout phase might be likely, but concluded that no positive 
ident1fication could be made. 'nle d1fficulty 1:n these studies was 
that the hypo central depths and thus pI' delay times were too poorly 
kRo1lll. 
In this study, a relatively good fix OIl the po1:nt of 1:nit1al 
rupture is anticipated. on the basis of the local hypocmtral location, 
(Allen et al., 19'72), the identification of the 1:nit1al rupture !lhases 
at Paco1lla Dam, and the ident1flcatlOil of plP at telese1smlc distances. 
Even so, local (l.e., at Paco1aa Dam) idellt1flcatlon of discrete 
breakout phases can be expected. to be complicated by the presence of 
the free surface, the short d.1.staace to Pacoillla Dam, the low velocity 
sediJaents which make up lIIost of the presUlled path, the two~easloaal 
growth of the faulted area, aDd the probability that the surface 
fault1:ng IIIaY well have taken several seconds to develop, as well as 
the usual difficulties of ideatifying secondarY arrivals on an 
already complicated. seismogram. 
Allen et al. (1971) suggested. this mechan1S11 1:n preliminary fora 
by silllply observing that the hypocentral locatim would yield the point 
of 1:nit1al rupture. Bolt and Gopa.J..akr1sbnan (1972) have 1:nvestlgated 
this mechanism 1:n te=s of inferred. arrlvals on the Paco1llla Dam 
accelerocrams, but their 1JIterpretation expla1Ded. only the first 
one-third of the Pacoima Dam accelerograas. In th1s chapter. these 
records are 1:nterpreted differeDtly than was done by Bolt aad 
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Gopal.akrishnan (1972), aDd the resulta are supplaented with 
teleseism1c observat1ons. 
'!lIE PACOIMA DAM ACCB:LEROGlW!S 
The Pacoima Dam acce1erograms are presected in F1gure 27. The 
basic observational interpretation is super1aposed on these records in 
the fom of the arriY8l. 1d.ent1:ficatiODS Pl , 51' A, :B, and C. The 
tr1gger1.ng of the instruaetation is take to be Pl' Figure 28 
presets grolllld acceleration, .,elocity, and d1splaceaent for each of· 
the three COIRpoIlents of the accelerograa. The five arrivale picked in 
Figure 27 are superimposed on the traces of Figure 28. The ground 
velocity record, obtained by integrating the acceleration record, is 
a COIlven1ent lleasure of the lower :frequency content of the acceleration 
record. These arrivals are d1scusaed in acre detail below. 
'!be IIl1t1al Rupture Phases 
The Pl arriY8l. at 0.0 sec (in the following discusaion, tille "til 
be .eaaured fraR the triggering of the Pacoima Du 1nstruaectation) is 
presumed to have triggered the 1nstrwaet 1natantaaeously. The large 
amplitude, hisb frequency ('" 10 cpa) written 1IIIIIed1atelyon the 
vertical component of acceleration (Figures 27 and 28b) suggest. ~ 
18 a reasonable a8sUllption. Upon being triggered, the druII speed 18 
established within 0.1 sec (D. Hudson, peraClllal COIIIIlunicatiOl1). 
The 51 arr1 Y8l. tille baa been chose pr1aar1ly on the basta of the 
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Figure 28&. S74°W motion, Pacoima Dam- San Fernando, California, 
Earthquake February 9, 1971, 6 :00 P.S .T. 
(modified f'rom Tr1funac and Hudson. 19'71) 
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rapid changes in ground velocity and displacement that afiect all 
COIIpollents at approximately 2.5 sec. A particularly mpressive aspect 
of the ground. displacEment records is the displac8llent of several teas 
of cent1.llleters that oeours at Pacoima Dam between 2.5 and J.O sees. 
TIle directiOll of this motion is pr1marily to the north and up 
(Figure 28). This result 18 difficult to reconcile with the static 
displacement at Pacoima Daa, which is preslllll&bly to the south and up. 
This northerly d18placemellt following the Sl arrival can, however, be 
expla1ned in terms of the far-f'1eld radiation lobes of a point source 
at the hypoeeater. For this c1rCUlllStance Paco1.llla Daa is in the 
radiation lobe of the force whose direction is up and to the north 
(Figure 26). lbis is true for a wide range of hypoeentral depths and 
fault plane dips in the hypocl!llltral area. 
'1b1s explanation MSlIIIes that the source d1aension of the ini t1al 
rupture eVl!lllt, wbich gsleratea Pl , Sl' 16 sufficiently lIII8l.ler than the 
hypocelltral distance (1.5-20 kII) for the far-field radi.ation pattern to 
apply. 'lbe aource d.1aensi_ r is estimated to be 5 kII in a later 
section. 
III a.dd1tiOll, this explanation ignores the observations that 
betweI!III 2.0 BAd 2.5 sec groUIld displacement is proceeding in a 
southerly direction (Figure 28e). This reflects the aaller but not 
1nsigllificant accelerations between 1.8 and 2.5 sees (Figures 27 BAd 
28). lb1s may represent 51 - P conversion or perhaps a small 
precursor event. The significance of this radiation is here considered 
to be lII1Dor caapsred to the rapid changes of ground acceleration, 
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velocity, and displacement t.ba.t occur at 2.4-2 • .5 sec, 
The arrival time of Sl is taken to be 2.4 secs. '!be Sl -1' 1 time 
is then 2.4 sec, which may be converted to a distance from Pacoima Dam 
with the relation 
Here t s -tp is the Sl-1' 1 time, and R is the distance between the 
location of the initial rupture and Pacoima Dam. The compressional 
wave velocity C1 is assumed to be equal to .5.6 loll/sec, and the shear 
wave velocity 13 is assumed to be equal to 3.3 km/sec. For Sl-P1 -
(61) 
2.4 sec, R - 19 kllometers. The distance fran the hypocenter given by 
Allen et al. (1972) to Pacoima Dam is approximately 13 loll. AssUlJl1ng 
the same epicenter, this distance increases to 16 kill for h - 12 km and 
to 18 km for h a 14 km (Figure 26). 
Since the hypocentral area is assumed to be the location of the 
initial rupture, these resulte suggest a somewhat greater hypocentral 
depth than t.ba.t indicated by the oomputer locat1on, Altematively, one 
could suppose t.ba.t the !DaBe denoted as Sl 1s mis1dent1f1ed as shear 
radiation emanating fran the hypocentral area. At this point, the 
first alternative 1s prsferred. There 1s a several kllometer 
uncertainty in the hypocentral depth dete=1nation, and the fault plane 
solut1on (Whitcomb, 1971) for this event suggeste t.ba.t the dip of the 
o fault plane in the hypocentral area should be near .50. This requires 
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that the hypocenter be deeper than 8.4 klII, if the near surface dip of 
the fault plane 1s cons1dered reliable. Moreover, the reflected phases 
plP and slP observed at telese1sm1c distances (see below) suggest a 
depth of 12-15 D. 
In summary, the 1dentif1cation of the ]ilbases Pl and Sl as the 
compress1onal and shear radiation result1ng fro!II the local emplacement 
of rupture seems to be a reasonable interpretation. The Sl-Pl the 
suggests a hypocentraJ. depth of 12-15 klII, SOllleNhat deeper than that 
given by Allen et al. (19'72), but cons1stent with the depth suggested 
by the observat1ons of ~P and slP at teleseism1c distances (see 
below). Th1s 1nterpretation 1s a cons1stent explanation of the 
polarity of ground motion at Pacoima Dam following the arrival of Sl' 
The Breakout Phases 
In this subsect10n cd 1n the next sect1on, we shall be ccmcerned 
with 1dentifying radiat10n emanat1ng fro!II the rupture of the Earth's 
surface, the breakout phases, as they are wr1 tten on the Pacoima Dam 
accelerograms and on WWSSN seismograms at telese1sm1c distances. The 
primary difficulty 1n attempting this 1dentif1cat1on 1s that the 
spatial cd temporal or1gin of these Iilases are unknown, whereas the 
or1gin of the 1nit1al rupture phases vas constrained by the location 
of the main shock hypocenter. It will be plain that the 1dentif1cation 
and interpretation of these phases is not un1que and for that matter 
not l1.kely to be correct, at least 1n detail. On the other hand, the 
1ncent1ve to 1nvestigate these phases, evan 1n a cursory lII8IUler with 
limited data, is strong, giyen our present lack of dOCUllentation and 
Wlderstandl.ng of them. 
The approach in this investigation is to use the Pacoima Dal!l 
accelerograms to est1ma te the tae at lIh1ch the rupture of the Earth' s 
surface was initiated. This origin tae provides the basis for the 
identification of COIIIpresalonal radiation emanating from the rupture 
breakout at teleseismic distances. WhUe the teleseismic observatiOllS 
are consistent with those inferred from the Pacoima DaIl accelerograms, 
this consistency may be fortul tous due to several circumstances 
discussed in B10re detail below. 
The Ibases A and B (F1gures 27 and 28) are assumed to be the 
COIIIpresaionel and shear radiation, respectively, of an eva:at possibly 
associated with the rupture of the Earth's surface. The phase A is 
identified as COIIIpressional radiation on the basis of its high 
frequency content. A general feature of accelerogrBlRS such as these 
is that arrivals of compressional radiatiOl1 are dep1eted in lower 
freqUBDCY energy relative to the associated shear radiation (an 
observation pointed out to me by J. N. Brlme). A COIIIparison of the 
low frequency content of Sl to P1 , using the velOCity and displacellent 
records of Figure 28, illustrates this point. 
At first glance, the identification of A as compressional 
radiation seems premature in that the amp1itudes 011 the horizontal 
traces are several tillles larger than those 011 the vertical trace. Such 
a Situation, however, would be expected in the case of a near-eurface 
source, from which elastic radiation travels a nearly horizontal path 
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to Paco1ma Dam. 
The identificaUon of B as the shear radiation assoc:1ated with A 
is consistent with the source-ststion geometry suggested above. This 
!Xlase is particularly well-developed. on the vertical compcment which 
should record pr1marily shear radiation for the suggested ray :path. 
This arrival is also strong on the S 740 if compcment, but it is 
preceded by a lIore grad\l8.l rise in acceleration 1n the ha.l.f'-second 
prior to the time as picked 1n Figures 27 and 28. On the S 160 E 
compcment, the arrivals A and B are obscured 1n the velocity and 
displacE!ll1ent records. 
The small S-P time (1.0 seconds) implies that this event is close 
to Pacoima Dam, provided that the 1nterpretstion that A and B 
represent the COIIIpressional and shear radiation, respectively, fraa 
the same event is correct. The use of II - 5.6 b/sec and 13 - 3.3 km/ 
sec gives a hypocentral distance of 8 kilometers for this event. If 
this event is located along the locus of observed surface fault1ng, 
however, much of the ray :path to Pacoima Dam is through the low 
velocity sedimmta at the base of the San Gabriel Mountains. At a 
depth of 12,000 feet 1n the subsurface lIodel C (011ve View Hospital) 
of Campbell et!:!.. (1971), II - 3.56 km/sec and 13 - 2.14 b/sec. For 
these velocities 1 second of s-p time is equivalent to a hypocentral 
distance of 5.4 kII. This hypocentral distance is reasonable for an 
event situated on or near the locus of observed surface fault1ng 1n 
the vic1nity of its 1ntersection with AA' (Figure 25). 
The identification C nrarks the arrival of a longer period, 
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longer duration s1go&l. Prealllll&bly, these are surface 1I8.ves a.Bsociated 
with the rupture of the Earth's surface, but there is no way to 
establlsb this. If this is the case, the rupture front may not have 
prop!l€;!l.ted to the Earth's surface at the time of origin of the uent 
generating A and B, 
A final observation is that grotllld displacElllerlt at Paco1Jlla Dam, 
which has been to the north and up, beglns to reverse direction between 
the arrivals A and B. This suuests that the rupture :f'r<IIIt is passing 
sOlllewb«re beneath Paco1u. Dam at this point in retarded. tue aDd is 
approaching but has not yet intersected the Earth's surface. This 
reversal in ground direction is weli-eetablished by the time of 
arrival C. 
These general observations suggest that the develoJa8llt of 
observed surface faulting may have beguD as early as the origin time 
of the. event generating A and B. A II8.Jt1mUIII average rupture velocity 
may be obtained with the difference in origin times for this event and 
the initial rupture event, and with an est1Jlla.te of the distance 
traveled in this time. These origin times are presented in the next 
section, taking the initial rupture event to be at a depth of 12 km 
and est1u.ting the distance traveled to be 18 km yields a ma.x1IIua 
average rupture velocity of 2.9 km/sec. A likely minimUJII av~e 
rupture velOcity may be obtained by using the arrival tue of C minus 
a secORd as the origin tue of the rupture breakout. This time 
(6.) seconds), together with the origin time of the initial rupture 
event, yields an average rupture velocity of 2.0 kia/sec. 
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OBSERVATICfiS AT TELliSEISMIC DISTANCES 
Rays leaving a shallow source arr1ve at te1ese1smic d1stances 
(40° ~ t:;. ~ SOo) w1 th a small angle of inc1dence (i , 2So) , For 
oompress1onal radiat1on, the part1cle mot1on is paxalle1 to the arc 
of the ray path, which means that COInlXt'ess1onal radiat10n from such a 
source should affect mainly the vert1cal component of the recording 
systm, lihat 16 inferred to be comlXt'ess1onal radiat10n at the 
rece1ver, however, need not hsve left the source as coalXt'SIIs1onal 
radiat1on, !..EO" the reflected phase sF, The following d1scussion 
will be concerned w1 th the arr1 vals P l' Pl P, sl P, and a compressional 
arr1val associated with the rupture of the free surface, henceforth 
denoted as P 2' The arr1 val ~ P is expected on the basis of the 
s1gnif1cance of SV motion contained in Sl' 
A s1Jnp1if1ed ray geometry 16 sketched in Figure 29, Since the 
takeoff angles 1 (measured fran the d0101ward vert1cal direct1on) are 
small and hsve a small range (lSo ~ 1 , 2So) for SOO ~ 6 .. 4()0 for a 
reaJ.1st1c Earth model, 1 t is no large error to assume that all r&J'S 
merging at teleae1smic d1stancS!S depart from the source with the same 
takeoff engle, 1 - 230 , For the same reason, 1 t 1s assumed that the 
reflected phases Pl P and sl P leave the 1ma.ge source with the S8I1Ie 
takeoff engle, Then the ~P and slP delay times relative to the first 
lIot1011 P 1 are 
(62) 
Surface 
Ruptur es Pacoima Dam 
Main Shock 
Epicent er 
P,P. S,P 
P,P. S,P 
Figure 29. Simplified geometry of rays departing from the initial 
rupture and breakout sources to reach teleseismic distances. 
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t P : h / cos l (0( c ., . ) . s, 0( ~ -+ OS" I • (63) 
It has also been assumed that slP and plP travel the same path. The 
time delays for these phases are given in Table 12 using a. - 5.6 km/sec 
and ~ - 3.3 km/sec. 
To compute the P 2 -P 1 delay, both the real time separat10n of the 
two sources as well as the time delay ar1sing from different 10cat10ns 
must be estimated. The express10n used 1s 
(64) 
where tp2 1s the delay time of the P2 arrival relat1ve to the Pl 
arr1val, t2 and tl are the or1gin times of the events generating P2 
and Pl , respect1vely, and~R is the extra. distance traveled by P2 to 
reach telese1sm1c distances. In the second term of the RHS of (64), 
a. is again taken to be 5.6 km/sec. The distance delay ~R IIUI3 be 
estimated frOlll the s1l1lplif1ed sketch of the ray geometry presented in 
F1gure 29. Note that P2 travels a greater differential ray path to 
northern az1l1luths than 1t does to southern azimuths. The d1stance 
delay~R is given for three azimuths (north, east and south) and for 
two hypo central depths (h - 8.4 km and h - 12.0 km) in Table 12, the 
path difference is symmetr1c about the cross section of Figure 26, 
wh1ch is oriented approximately nortb-south. 
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Table 12 
Approximate Delays of the Arrivals plP , 
Arrival 
PIP 
sIP 
P2 (north) 
P2 (east,liest) 
P2 (south) 
~m (62) 
'Trom (63) 
~m (64) and (67a) 
4From (64) and (67b) 
Distance Delay, km 
h = 8.4 km. h = 12 km 
15 22 
15 22 
13 16 
7.9 11 
2.8 6.0 
slP , and P2 Relative to Pl 
Arrival Delay. sec 
h=8.4km. h - 12 km 
2.r 3.91 
3.82 5.62 
8.03 9.24 
7.13 8.34 
6.23 7.44 
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It remains to specify tZ-tl , The origin tilne for each event is 
computed with 
t· = 1'. - !h. 
L L 0(." 
where ti is the origin tilne of the event generating Pl or PZ' Pi is the 
arrival tilne of Pl or Pz at Pacoima Dam, Ri is the distance traveled by 
Pi from its inferred origin to Pacoima Dam, and eLi is the compressional 
wave velocity appropriate to the path Ri' TIro values of tl are 
estimated, one for h = 8,4 kin (Rl = 1:3 kin) and one for h = 12 km 
(Rl = 16 kin), Then with Pl = 0,0 and eLl = 5,6 km/sec 
h - 8,4 km (66a) 
tl - -Z,9 sec, h - 12,0 km , (66b) 
It is assumed here that P2 at teleseismic distances co=esponds to the 
arrival A at Pacoima Dam and that A is generated by a surface source 
at the intersection of the observed surface faulting and the line AA', 
Then Pz - 4,9 sec; the use of liZ = 5,4 km and eL2 - :3,6 km/sec yields 
t Z = :3,4 sec, Then 
h - 8,4 km (67a) 
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h - 12.0 km • (67b) 
The arrival delays of P2 at teleseismic distances are given in Table 12 
for three choices of azimuth and the two cho1ces of h, using (67) and 
the estimates ofAR given in Table 12 in equation (64). 
F1gure 30 1s a selection of short-period vert1cal seismograms 
written by the San Fernando earthquake at telese1smic distances. The 
records on the left hand side of this f1gurs are for northern azimuths, 
and the records on the right hand side of this f1gure are for eastern 
azimuths. The KIP (Kipapa, Hawaii) record is included here as well, 
given the anticipated east-west symmetry. The arrivaLs of Pl , plP, 
slP, and P2 are est1mated with the symbols 1, 2, :3 and 4 respect1vely. 
These arrival times relative to Pl are summarized in Table 13, 
together with distance-e.ziJlluth data for the stations used in Figure 30. 
The general features of Figure 30 are a relatively sharp first 
motion (Pl ) followed in 4-5 secs by a generally discernible phase 
identified as ~P. In the subsequent several seconds, a }ilase with 
per10ds and amplitudes generally comparable to or greater than those 
for Pl arrives. This is inferred to be P2 , but the est1mate of 1ts 
arrival time is generally obscured by what is thought to be slP. This 
latter Iilase has been inferred an eight of the sixteen records in 
Figure 30, but 1ts ident1ficat1on 1s generally marg1na.l. 
The results tabulated in Table 13 suggest that P2 arrives earlier 
at eastern azimuths than 1t does at northern azimuths, th1s 
qualitat1vely agrees with the simplif1ed ray geometry sketched in 
16;3 
COL --'III 
KBS 
NOR 
1 24 
I II 
1 2 4 
I I I 
B L A "VV".-vv, 
KIP 
CUM 
CAR 
ARE 
1 234 
I II I 
1 2 
I I 
23(4 
II II 
1 34 
I II 
1 
I 
1 m 
Figure 30. Vertical short-period. WWSSN seismograms of the San Femando 
earthquake. Numbers denote inferred arrivals as described in 
the text. 
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Table 13 
Distance Azimuth Time Delay . seconds 
Station 
degree degree Pl l' sll' P2 
COL 35 339 4.0 6.0 9.5 
KBS 65 9 4.9 7.9 9.1 
NOR 58 9 4.2 7.5 9.3 
KEY 73 12 4.5 10.5 
KTG 60 23 4.5 9.1 
KON 74 23 4.5 7.0 9. 0 
GDH 49 25 4.6 7.6 9.0 
AKU 63 26 4.9 10.2 
F!)K 75 32 4.4 9.1 
GEO 33 70 4.6 8.0 
BLA 32 71 4.5 9.4 
KIl' 37 260 5.2 7.3 9.8 
SJG 49 96 4.7 7. 8 
COM 54 102 4.9 7.1 8.3 
CAR 53 1()lj. 6.5 8.5 
ARE 67 132 7.3 
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Figure 29 and s=ized in Table 12. This agreement, however, relies 
in part on the validity of the slP arrival. At ARE, for example, only 
the phases Pl and P2 are identified. This is the earliest arrival of 
P2 for any of the stations used, but it is also the southernmost of 
the stations used. At !CBS, on the other hand , a reJAtively sharp,high 
frequency phase (inferred to be slP) precedes P2 by a second or so. 
The question is whether this slP identification is actually the 
beginning of P 2' At KBS, P 2 appears to be richer in longer periods 
than Pl , plP, and slPI this is the basis for its identification here. 
On the SIlJUe basiS, the P
2 
arrival could have been estimated up to 
two seconds earlier at BLAr the ma.x1mum amplitude arrival has been 
chosen here and probably overestimates the P2 arrival time. The P2 
arrival time at KIP is also late, but the explanation used for BLA is 
not so obviously relevant here. 
plP has been identified on 14 of the 16 records usedr with the 
exception of KIP, all of the Pl P delay times are between 4.0 and 4.9 
seconds. The average llP delay time is 4.6 seconds. The eight slP 
times are between 6.0 and 7.9 secondsl this phase is not so easUy 
identified and its arrival time scatters more when the phase is 
identified. The average slP delay time is 7.1 seconds. A depth of 
14 kin for the init1al rupture source would yield a delay time of 
4.6 seconds for plP and 6.5 seconds for slP in terms of the simple 
geometry of Figure 29. These results suggest a hypo central depth of 
12-15 km for the San Fe:mando earthquake, in accord with the 
hypocantral depth obtained frOlll the Sl-Pl time estimated from the 
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:Pacoima Dam accelerograms. 
The av~e P2 d~ t ime at norlhern azimuths is 9.4 seconds and 
at east er.n azimuths is 8.4 secondJS. P2 thus arrives , on the average , 
a second earlier at easter.n azimuths than a.t northern azauths, in 
qualltati ve ~eement with Table 12. Moreover , the values of the P2 
delays at both northern and eastern az3.muths agree well with those 
predicted on the basis ot: the 12 kin depth for the 1nitial rupture. 
This latter agreement WJJ be fortuitous in the view of the uncertainty 
in the origin of the breakout JOe,ses and the diff1cul ty in 
dist inguishing slP f'roll P2 , 
In sUllllll8rY, the ident ification of the phases Pl and Sl and the 
interpretation of thEIII as the radiati on &lllaD&ting :from the in1t1a.l 
rupture at 12-15 km depth beneath the San Gabriel Mounta.1ns seEIIIS to 
be a reasonable explanation of both the Pacoima. Dam accelerograms and 
teleseismic observations . ll1th less certainty . the phases A and B u.:y 
be expla.1ned as the COIIlpresslanal and shear radiation , respectively, 
arising f'rom a surface or near-flurface source in the vicinity of the 
observed surface faulting. If" the phase C denotes the arrival of 
surface waves generated. by the rupture of the Earth's surface, the 
eveRt geAer<>.ting A and B is probably not located on the Earth's surface 
but 18 probably not far :from it. If this i s the case the went 
generating A and B may be related to the rupture front having 
progreased to the region beneath :Pacoima. IlY. The arrival t1lles of It. 
and B are coinc1d.el:ltal with the beginning of a reversal of ground 
d1apl.acelllent direction at Pacoima Dam. Teleseisa1c observations 
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provide I1Jni ted support for this identification of breakout phases. 
but the agreement is fortuitous to the extent of the uncertainty in 
'mE SOURCE PARAI1El'ERS FOR 'mE INITIAL RUPTURE 
The t:ilne~oma1n representat10n of the far-field shear displacement 
pulse given by Brune (1970) for the case of complete stress drop 
(E ~ 1) 1s used to estimate the source parameters of the in1tial 
rupture I 
u l R. t. e, ql ) t' j( tJ.tr y t' - a. = eqo)J- (3 R e (68) 
Here /(erp is the radiation pattern for the S wave, R is the hypocentral 
distance, r is the radius of a circular fault area, t, is the retarded 
time, t' a t - His, Aa 1s the stress drop, and a c 2.34 sir. Equation 
(68) is obtained :from equation (15) with the explicit use of the 
scaling for .Qo(S) applied by Brune (1970). Figure 31 plots this 
relation in nondimensional form as a function of nondimens10nal time. 
F1gure 31 and equation (68) will be used to scale the Sl 
displacement pulse at PacoiJRa Dam in terms of a source dimension r and 
a stress drop fja. These two quant1ties may then be used to determine 
the seismic moment and average slip for the initial rupture. The 
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0.3 
u 
0.1 
{3 
t·-r 
2 3 
Figure ;1. The far-field shear displacement pulse (Bnme, 1970) for 
the case E = 1. 
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results below are obtained under the following approximations. 
The far-field assumption is the most uncertain aspect of this 
method. It is plain that the theoretical exponential tail of Figure 
31 , when applied to the ini t1a1 rupture displacement at Pacoima Dam, 
will be complicated by other radiation sources, in particular the 
breakout phases. Fortunately, however, the quantity Cl ma;J be obtained 
!'rom either the rise time of the displacement pulse T (~~) or !'rom 
the exponential tau of the displacement pulse. The small rise time 
of the displacement pulse associated lfith Sl (0.5-1.0 secs) implies a 
distance small compared to R D 19 km. The far-field assumption will 
be assessed after r is determined and the quantity r/R evaluated. 
An important assumption is that the Pacoima Dam displacement 
records are grossly representative of ground motion in the epicentral 
area. In particular, it is necessary to assume that both the amplitude 
and rise time of the displacement pulse associated with Sl at Pacoima 
Dam have not been seriously distorted by site effects, propagation 
path, and/or source geometry and propagation. The relatively long 
periods of the ground acceleration, velOcity, and displacement suggest 
that the first two factors are probably not important. The third 
factor presents some difficulty. Depending on the hypocentral depth 
and the average inclination of the initial rupture surface, a ray 
departing the initial rupture area to Pacoima Dam may travel nearly in 
the plane of the fault surface (Figure 26). This implies that Pacoima 
Dam is near a maximum on the S-wave radiation pattern, and no large 
correction is necessary to the observed displacement for this effect. 
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A more important factor is that the rise time may be affected by source 
propagation, of which at least a major portion was in the direction of 
Pacoima Dam. 
The rise time T and displacement u for Sl are estimated for each 
component of the Pacoima Dam displacement records by measuring the 
horizontal and vertical distances from the local displacement minimum 
at to< 2.5 sec to the next displacement maximum. The results are 
summarized in Table 14-. 
Table 14-
Estimates of the Ampl1tude and Rise Time for the 
Displacement Pulse Associated with 51 at Pacoima Dam 
Component T (sec) u (em) 
5 74-0 II 0,6 20 
vertical 1,0 35 
5160 E 0,8 50 
As representative of the Sl phase, T is taken to be 0 . 8 seconds, the 
average of the three components , and u is taken to be 32 em, the 
vectorially combined displacement components divided by 2 to account 
for the free surface amplification, 
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From Figure 31, the displacement pulse peaks at approximately 
With T = 0.8 sec, r = 5 Ian. 
T • ~ = 0. 5 , 
r 
For t hi s value of t • ~ 
r 
With u = 32 em, r = 5 lan, f- m :3 x lOll dyne-CIlI, fief = 1, and R = 
(69) 
( 70) 
19 lan, tJO = 430 bars . The average displacement on t.'lis circular fault 
surface 1s given by 
Brune (1970) (71) 
W1th flo = 430 bars and r = 5. Ian, ud S 5.2 m. 
The seismic moment can be estimated from bff and r using 
• 
Brune (1970) (72) 
26 For AO - 430 bars and r = 5 lan , Mo = 1.3 x 10 dyne-ern. This value is 
approximately twice that estimated for the entire fault surface from 
teleseismic observations of shear-wave spectra. The seismic moment for 
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the initial rupture is of the same value of the seismic moment 
estimated from dislocation models (1-2 x 1026 dyne-em). 
DISCUSSION 
It is difficult to assess the sources of error in these estimates. 
The results of Chapter III are not applicable here, and the source 
parameters depend on single station data. The estimate fox the 
seismic moment of the initial rupture, however, suggests that it is 
overestimated. This may be because either Aa or r has been 
overestimated. If the estimated displacement at Pacoima Dam, 32 em, 
has been overestimated, the quanti ties 6 a, ud ' and Mo will all be 
overestimated in the same proportion. If the source dimension r has 
1 1 been overestimated, t:.a increases as ;;z , ud increases as r ' and 110 
decreases as r. Thus, for example, if the displacement and rise time 
at Pacoima Dam have each been overestimated by a factor of 2, 
26 
r - 2.5 lon, I:!a - 860 bars, ud .. 5.2 m, and Mo = .65 x 10 dyne-em. 
The source dimension estimate of r = 5 Ion implies that the initial 
1 1) rupture event encompassed a significant portion (6 -"3 of the entire 
fault surface, although the estimate fox the seismic moment suggests 
that r may be overestimated. The rise time T may have been 
overestimated (and therefore r) by the approximation used to obtain 
it, since the theoretical far-field shear displacement spectra have a 
discontinuous first (time) derivative at t", 0 and the rise time has 
been estimated from the local minimum near 2.4 seconds on the Pacoima 
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Dam displacement records. On the other hand , the effect of source 
propagation suggests that this source dilllension should be 
underestimated . It should be remembered, however, that source 
propagation will effect the finiteness corner frequency but not t he 
source displacement rise time corner frequency. The ratio of source 
dimension to hypo central distance is approximately 1/3 - 1/4, 
The tentative conclusion is that a large displacement and stress 
drop accompanied the emplacement of the initial rupture , provided that 
the Sl radiation at Pacoilna Dam is a fair measure of this event and 
that the Brune (1970) scaling is correct. The stress drop of the 
initial rupture may have been half a kilobar , and somewhat greater if 
the ini tial rupture is more locali zed than indicated above. Rupture 
then propagated upwards and to the south, towards the area of observed 
surface faulting, It should be remembered, however, that the fault 
surface is developing in two dimensions. Displacement across the 
fault surface evidently decayed as the fault surface grew. The seismic 
moment of the initial rupture , however, Constitutes a sizable fraction 
of the seismic moment for the entire dislocation, just as the energy 
radiated from the initial rupture will canst! tute a major fraction of 
the total energy radiated (note t he velocity records, Figure 28). 
The large stress drop of the initial rupture suggests that 
failure was initiated in a region with locally high strength. In 
propagating upwards and to the south. the rupture is presumably 
growing into lower strength areas. There is. however, no way of 
knowing with the available data if a stress di fference comparable to 
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the initial rupture stress drop is present at the propagation :front. 
A local stress difference of this magnitude would be a reasonable 
mechanism for continuing rupture. That rupture did not move a 
significant distance in the downdip direction may be related to the 
higher material stre.'lgths encountered in this direction-. requiring a 
greater expenditure of energy to effect rupture and fault offset. 
Alternatively. failure in the downdip direction may have been 
accomplished anelastically and aseismically. 
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